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OPEN SOURCE INFORMATION 
Ring of Fire 

  
Date Details/source 

4 Feb 12 "Funding from the federal government will go a long way to ensure Aboriginal youth have the right skills needed for the mining 
industry, says the executive director of Oshki-Pimache-O-Win.  Kellie Leitch, parliamentary secretary to the Minister of Human 
Resources and Skills Development, announced funding of more than $700,000 for the Oshki-Pimache-O-Win Education and 
Training Institute on Saturday.  The funding will go toward the organization’s Learning 2 Mine project, which will provide 
Aboriginal youth with training and experience they need to work in the mining industry.  Rosie Mosquito, executive director of 
Oshki-Pimache-O-Win, said with the funding from the government they will be able to create a website for students as well as 
create three community-based courses that will be 12 weeks long …. “The world is focused on our piece of territory in the 
Nishnawbe Aski Nation,” Mosquito said. “There’s huge potential (in the Ring of Fire). We certainly like to help our young people to 
be able to seize those opportunities and those employment opportunities that are well paying not just manual labour. With this 
project, they will learn essential mining skills and basic life skills.”  Leitch said the government wanted to focus on Aboriginal skills 
development and create a strong workforce.  “These are young people interested in getting into the mining industry,” Leitch said. 
“The skills and development fund has existed with the government for some time and this program here was developed and put 
forth to our department and it was an excellent program with multiple phases. This was an opportunity for us to provide skills and 
opportunity to young Aboriginals in Northern Ontario”  …. "  http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/187386/Mining-opportunities http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/187386/Mining-opportunities  
 
"A Government of Canada investment will help 100 Aboriginal youth in Thunder Bay get the training and skills development they 
need to find and keep good jobs.  Dr. Kellie Leitch, Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Human Resources and Skills 
Development, today announced Oshki-Pimache-O-Win Education and Training Institute is receiving over $700,000 through the 
Skills and Partnership Fund for its L2M: Learning 2 Mine project.  “Our government’s top priority is job creation and economic 
growth. In a constantly evolving labour market, it’s important that Canadians get the skills and training they need to succeed,” said 
Dr. Leitch. “This is why we work with partners, such as Oshki-Pimache-O-Win Education and Training Institute, to ensure 
Aboriginal people are able to take full advantage of economic opportunities.”  The L2M: Learning 2 Mine project will provide 
training and work experiences in the mining industry to Aboriginal youth living inNorthern Ontario. This project will focus on the 
delivery of mining literacy and essential skills development to help the participants get jobs in this industry.  The Fund is part of 
the Government’s approach to help First Nations, Métis and Inuit get training and work experience to secure sustainable, 
meaningful employment. It is intended to encourage innovation in Aboriginal training-to-employment products and service 
delivery."  http://news.gc.ca/web/article-
eng.do;jsessionid=ac1b105330d83bb32eebfce849ccbcf58ebe818711a3.e38RbhaLb3qNe3aNa40?crtr.sj1D=&crtr.mnthndVl=1&m

http://news.gc.ca/web/article-

thd=advSrch&crtr.dpt1D=420&nid=655189&crtr.lc1D=&crtr.tp1D=1&crtr.yrStrtVl=2008&crtr.kw=&crtr.dyStrtVl=26&crtr.aud1D=&cr
tr.mnthStrtVl=2&crtr.page=1&crtr.yrndVl=2015&crtr.dyndVl=4 or http://bit.ly/y9uDTr http://bit.ly/y9uDTr  

3 Feb 12 “Matawa First Nations say it is going ahead with its bid to have a proposal for the first mine in the Ring of Fire subject to public 

http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/187386/Mining-opportunities
http://news.gc.ca/web/article-
http://bit.ly/y9uDTr
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hearings.  “Yes, Matawa is still pursuing a judicial review regarding (a) request for a joint review panel environmental 
assessment,” Matawa spokesperson Jason Rasevych said Thursday in an e-mail.  In November, Matawa said it would go to 
federal court to force the federal government to hold public hearings into a Cliffs Natural Resources project, which could be in 
production by 2015 ….  Rasevych said Matawa is still waiting for a court date ….”  (Chronicle-Journal, PDF available at 
http://milnewsca.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/matawa-joint-ea-cj-3feb12.pdf or http://milnewsca.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/matawa-joint-ea-cj-3feb12.pdf http://bit.ly/zlfpRx http://bit.ly/zlfpRx ) 

 "The Chief of Marten Falls First Nation says the recently released guidelines for an environmental assessment in the Ring of Fire 
aren't enough.  The government document outlines the rules Cliffs Natural Resources will follow to demonstrate the impact of its 
planned chromite mine north of Geraldton. It also says the federal government will delegate its duty to consult with First Nations 
on the mining project to Cliffs.  Eli Moonias said he understands mining will go ahead, but wants it done right.  “I ride an aluminum 
canoe and my motor is a Mercury, it's made out of metal, and my tea pot in the morning is aluminum, so is my cup, so I'm living 
with the mining process," Moonias said. "So I can't say ‘alright let's stop everything, stop the mine, don't mine anymore.'"  “What I 
can say is, let's do it this way, let's do this long process, let's make sure we're making the right decision.”  Marten Falls is part of a 
court action to force a more thorough environmental review. It is one of the communities located closest to the development.  
Moonias said it's the Crown's duty to consult with the First Nation and to make sure the environment is protected.  “That's the 
government's job to provide that process which provides that assurance,” he said."   http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-
bay/story/2012/02/03/tby

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-
-marten-falls-cliffs-enviro-assessment.html 

 "A parliamentary committee will study the massive chromite mining project in Northern Ontario, thanks to a New Democrat motion 
from Natural Resources critic and Nickel Belt MP Claude Gravelle.  "We want to hear witnesses from First Nations communities, 
from Cliffs (Natural) Resources, the communities in the region, mining and environmental organizations," Gravelle said in a 
release.  The hearings are tentatively scheduled for the natural resources committee Feb. 14 and 16.  Cliffs Natural Resources, a 
Cleveland-based company wants to open an open pit chromite mine in northwestern Ontario by 2015.  It would also build a plant 
to process the chromite and has identified a spot near Capreol as a possible location. The plant would create as many as 500 
jobs.  Gravelle general First Nations support for the project, contingent on respect for treaty rights and sharing fairly in the 
project's economic development, is one of the issues that need to be study.  The Ring of Fire is a massive 5,120-square kilometre 
area of pristine wildnerness sitting on an ore deposit some say may produce one of Canada's largest mining operations ever.  
"The economic opportunities with Ring of Fire are apparent for the north, including a refinery smelter that needs to be in the 
north," Gravelle said.  "We have to be sure to do this project right and that means proper consultations and a role for First Nations 
and addressing the environmental concerns."  Gravelle said it is important that resources extracted in the north be refined in the 
province and not abroad. However, Cliffs has already said it wants to produce and ship chromite concentrate overseas."  
http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3460167 http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3460167  
 
House of Commons Standing Committee on Natural Resources page 
http://www.parl.gc.ca/CommitteeBusiness/CommitteeMeetings.aspx?Cmte=RNNR&Language=E&Mode=1&Parl=41&Ses=1 http://www.parl.gc.ca/CommitteeBusiness/CommitteeMeetings.aspx?Cmte=RNNR&Language=E&Mode=1&Parl=41&Ses=1

 "Ontario's Ring of Fire Coordinator contends development in the burgeoning James Bay mineral exploration camps is progressing 
despite an MPP's assertions that Queen's Park is mismanaging provincial oversight of the region.  Christine Kaszycki was 
responding to Nipissing MPP Vic Fedeli's remarks that the Ontario government was stalling development because she admitted 
to him in a recent conversation that she had never physically visited the remote drill camps.  Fedeli called into question the 

http://milnewsca.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/matawa-joint-ea-cj-3feb12.pdf
http://bit.ly/zlfpRx
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-
http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3460167
http://www.parl.gc.ca/CommitteeBusiness/CommitteeMeetings.aspx?Cmte=RNNR&Language=E&Mode=1&Parl=41&Ses=1
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province's commitment to the timely advancement of the emerging mining district.  Kaszycki said she has been to the Ring of Fire 
region “several times” and “had an opportunity to fly over the sites.”  Kaszycki, a trained geologist, said she has made trips into 
the communities in the vicinity of the Ring of Fire and understands all elements of the project.  “In my previous life, I have visited 
exploration camps, so I'm aware of that aspect of the operation.”  The Ring of Fire Coordinator was a provincially-appointed 
position created to advance economic opportunities in the remote mining district, 530 kilometres northeast of Thunder Bay.  
Kaszycki, a former deputy minister with the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, was appointed to the position in 
September, 2010.  “I'm not saying it's not important (to go to the drill sites), but at the end of day we have a variety of different 
ways to ensure that we've got the right kinds of controls in place.”  Kaszycki said Ministry of Northern Development and Mines 
staff have made three trips in the last 18 months to the various company camps for site inspections and to chart the miners' 
progress.  “OGS (Ontario Geological Survey) crews have stayed in those camps last summer,” she said. “We have taken steps to 
ensure that we know what's going on and how things are being done.”  She said her Ring of Fire staff are planning an upcoming 
visit to the camps, “and hopefully I'll be able to participate.”  She expressed surprise at Fedeli's claims that the companies 
operating there are delaying their development timelines by a year, adding that the companies have been “consistent in their 
messaging” about staying on schedule.  The Ring of Fire Coordinator office consists of eight staff in Sudbury, Thunder Bay and 
Toronto."  http://www.northernontariobusiness.com/Around-the-North/120130/Been-there,-done-that,-says-Ring-of-Fire-
Coordinato

http://www.northernontariobusiness.com/Around-the-North/120130/Been-there,-done-that,-says-Ring-of-Fire-
r.aspx 

 "Ring of Fire Resources Inc. is pleased to announce that it has closed off its non brokered private placement of flow-through units 
(the "FT Units") and common share units ("CS Units") following receipt of additional subscription agreements for a total of 454,545 
additional FT Units at a cost of $49,999,95, and a total of 1,900,000 additional CS Units at a cost of $209,000. No further 
subscriptions agreements will be accepted under the terms of this offering, and the closings for these subscriptions are scheduled 
to be completed by February 6, 2012 .... The Company is also pleased to announce that it has received approval of the TSX 
Venture Exchange of the Company's Memorandum of Understanding with the Mattagami and Matachewan First Nations in 
relation to exploration to be conducted on its Project 81, in the Timmins area, Northern Ontario.  Under that agreement ROF will 
contribute toward the First Nations communities in amounts based on a percentage of its exploration expenditures on the mining 
claims within their traditional lands relative to the Company’s Project 81. As previously disclosed, ROF will also issue 50,000 
common shares to each of the First Nations over a period of 18 months and issue options to purchase 50,000 common shares of 
ROF to each First Nation. The options will vest 25% on January 30, 2012, 25% on June 9, 2012, 25% on January 9, 2013, and 
25% on June 9, 2013. Each option will be exercisable for one common share of ROF at an exercise price of $0.10 per share until 
January 30, 2017.  The Memorandum of Understanding includes, among other things, terms outlining environmental protection, 
employment, training and business opportunities, and the mitigation of impacts on the traditional pursuits the members of the 
respective communities."  http://www.ringoffireresources.com/s/NewsReleases.asp?ReportID=505307&_Type=News-
Releases&_Title=Ring

http://www.ringoffireresources.com/s/NewsReleases.asp?ReportID=505307&_Type=News-
-of-Fire-Resources-Inc.-Closes-Off-Non-Brokered-Financing-and-Announces... or 

http://www.ringoffireresources.com/i/pdf/news/NR20120203.pdf http://www.ringoffireresources.com/i/pdf/news/NR20120203.pdf or http://bit.ly/A3hPjb or http://bit.ly/A3hPjb http://bit.ly/zgOcdP http://bit.ly/zgOcdP  
2 Feb 12 ".... However the move into third party management which appears to be a hamfisted reaction from the Minister, who has yet to 

visit to community since the crisis started, is now set to hamper the school year for all the students from Attawapiskat. It is 
interesting, the Ontario Progressive Conservatives have hammered Ontario’s Ring of Fire Co-ordinator for never having set foot in 
the Ring of Fire. Yet the federal Aboriginal Affairs Minister appears to be following the same playbook. I digress ...."  

http://www.northernontariobusiness.com/Around-the-North/120130/Been-there,-done-that,-says-Ring-of-Fire-
http://www.ringoffireresources.com/s/NewsReleases.asp?ReportID=505307&_Type=News-
http://www.ringoffireresources.com/i/pdf/news/NR20120203.pdf
http://bit.ly/A3hPjb
http://bit.ly/zgOcdP
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http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/02/the-mishandling-of-the-situation-in-attawapiskat-is-coming-home-to-roost/ http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/02/the-mishandling-of-the-situation-in-attawapiskat-is-coming-home-to-roost/
 NAN news release:  ".... NAN communities are facing what has become an annual crisis regarding the supply of diesel fuel 

without a long term plan to address the crisis currently enabled by federal and provincial governments. For example, Independent 
Power Authorities (IPAs) in diesel dependent communities bring in roughly eight million litres of diesel fuel a year. At an annual 
estimated cost of $9-million, many IPA-dependent communities cannot afford to bring in the fuel to help power homes and 
schools. Poor winter roads make the costs of flying in the fuel even higher. NAN Chiefs will be developing an immediate strategy 
including consistent, committed funding to supply diesel fuel to their communities.  For a long term solution, NAN Chiefs expect a 
transmission system that will put all NAN communities on the power grid by 2018, with a target date of 2015 for some local 
initiatives. The power grid extension would be part of the Ontario power grid, but owned and operated by NAN regional utilities. 
Planning, construction, and eventual ownership will be in the hands of First Nations to stimulate economic growth and provide for 
business opportunities, as well as enable the development of renewable power generation within NAN communities ...."  
http://www.nan.on.ca/upload/documents/nr-feb2-2012-nanchiefs-powergrid.pdf http://www.nan.on.ca/upload/documents/nr-feb2-2012-nanchiefs-powergrid.pdf  
http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/02/nishnawbe-aski-nation-nan-chiefs-energy-conference-wrapped-up-today/ http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/02/nishnawbe-aski-nation-nan-chiefs-energy-conference-wrapped-up-today/  

 Nipissing MPP Vic Fedeli is concerned that the potential economic impact of the Ring of Fire mining development in Northern 
Ontario could be in jeopardy because of, “bungling and inaction within the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines.”  In 
particular, he points to the fact that Ring of Fire coordinator Dr. Christine Kaszycki admitted to him at a Jan. 27 meeting she had 
never been to the Ring of Fire site.  “She is the point person on this,” he said, “the highest ranking government official. I fail to see 
how she can understand the challenges and opportunities if she has not been there.  “As far as I’m concerned that is a serious 
hole in the supply chain for getting Ontario companies involved.”  Fedeli has not only been to the Ring of Fire but is currently 
organizing a sales mission to the area for Nipissing area manufacturers.  “I’m not a miner, but I saw the opportunities,” he said. 
“Everything has to be brought up there, from a package of crackers to diesel fuel and that means potential business for industries 
that are not critical to the mining sector, but are critical to the site.  “The only way you get that sense, that spirit, is when you stand 
there,” Fedeli said, adding that Kasycki should set up an office in the area.  However, Minister of Northern Development and 
Mines, Rick Bartolucci, disagrees with Fedeli’s insistence that Kasycki has to have been to the Ring of Fire to ensure the project 
is running its allotted course.  “Since February of 2010, there have been three major interagency visits to the Ring of Fire,” 
Bartolucci told the News. “These visits have included representation from the Ministries of Northern Development; Natural 
Resources; Labour; Environment; along with technical standards and safety officials and federally Environment Canada. They 
visited seven of the different sites up there.  “Those visits were organized by (Kaszycki),” he said. “That’s part of the coordinator’s 
job to ensure that everyone is working to maximize the potential.”  As for having an office in the Ring of Fire region, Bartolucci 
said, “there is a Ring of Fire office in Thunder Bay, located there for the strategic purpose of coordination with First Nations and 
other Ring of Fire partners.” ...."  http://www.northbaynipissing.com/2012/02/northern-mpps-at-issue-over-ring-of-fire-timeframe/ http://www.northbaynipissing.com/2012/02/northern-mpps-at-issue-over-ring-of-fire-timeframe/  

 "@NorontResources @Sarah4NWO Have you seen the pictures from the #PickleLake Open House yet? Check them out on 
Mikawaa! http://ow.ly/8QfSM #NorthernOntario"  http://ow.ly/8QfSM http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/165190912245379072 http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/165190912245379072  

 "It’s been a busy few days for Ontario’s Ring of Fire mineral zone, with plenty of political sniping to heat things up after a holiday 
season of relative calm.  The Ontario government is under pressure to show progress toward the development of the hugely 
promising region. Progressive Conservatives, led by Nipissing MPP Vic Fedeli, are complaining of foot-dragging on the Ring of 
Fire file. The NDP’s Gilles Bisson, meanwhile, has offered to help get things moving with some ideas on the infrastructure front. 

http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/02/the-mishandling-of-the-situation-in-attawapiskat-is-coming-home-to-roost/
http://www.nan.on.ca/upload/documents/nr-feb2-2012-nanchiefs-powergrid.pdf
http://netnewsledger.com/2012/02/02/nishnawbe-aski-nation-nan-chiefs-energy-conference-wrapped-up-today/
http://www.northbaynipissing.com/2012/02/northern-mpps-at-issue-over-ring-of-fire-timeframe/
http://ow.ly/8QfSM
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/165190912245379072
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There seems little the government can do to speed things up, however, given the uncertainties surrounding some key elements of 
the development. First and foremost are the environmental assessments now under way for the first two Ring of Fire projects.  
Although the two studies are still chugging along, their progress has been rattled by a Matawa Tribal Council demand that the 
assessments be “bumped up” from a time-limited comprehensive study to an open-ended review panel. Matawa chiefs have 
asked the federal court to back them up. In the meantime, the chiefs, whose traditional lands host the Ring of Fire deposits, have 
withdrawn support for Ring of Fire development.  Matawa’s stand garnered support from two environmental groups, Ecojustice 
and CPAWS Wildlands League, who said a review panel would give Aboriginal communities a greater voice without the time 
constraints implied by the comprehensive study approach. It would also open the door to “concerned Canadians” who “will be 
able to participate and provide submissions in public hearings to impartial panel members.”  The whole schmozzle could add a 
year or more to the process.  Comments from federal Natural Resources Minister Joe Oliver, however, suggest the federal 
government is in no mood to agree to any changes that might slow the process. Quite the contrary.  Speaking to this week’s 
Canada Mining Innovation Council’s Signature Event 2012 in Toronto, Oliver stressed the “strategic importance” of the Ring of 
Fire.  “This area is attracting significant investment and it could make Canada a major producer of chromite and ferrochromium for 
value-added products such as stainless steel and specialized alloys,” he said.  “The region could also potentially replenish 
Canada’s dwindling reserves of nickel and copper.  For Ontario, this area is of strategic importance since it could open up the 
entire region to greater prosperity.  It has significant potential to create wealth, and provide taxes and royalties for government.  It 
creates jobs and skills development for the 31 local Aboriginal communities and leads to improvements to infrastructure.”  Oliver 
expressed hope that Ring of Fire projects would pass smoothly through the federal and provincial regulatory systems.  “But as I 
said earlier,” he said, “the track record on major projects shows real need for improvement.  “We have to wonder how many 
would-be investors have seen Canada’s regulatory process and then decided to put their money elsewhere, somewhere where 
their money could get to work a little faster.”  Canada must bring its regulatory regime up to a competitive standard, he said, or it 
will lose investment to quicker jurisdictions — such as Australia.  “We have to ensure proper and thorough environmental reviews 
of major projects, but we must put an end to unreasonable delays, delays that can jeopardize the viability of projects and harm 
our reputation as an attractive place to do business.” "  http://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/02/ring-of-fire-draws-
political

http://insupportofmining.wordpress.com/2012/02/02/ring-of-fire-draws-
-heat/  

1 Feb 12 "Cliffs Natural Resources Inc. announces that on December 28, 2011 its subsidiary, Cliffs Greene B.V., acquired ownership, by 
way of special dividend-in-kind from KWG Resources Inc., of 6,703,994 common shares of Debut Diamonds Inc., or 13.22% of 
Debut Diamonds' common shares outstanding. Pursuant to the special dividend-in-kind, for each 100 KWG shares held by Cliffs 
Greene, Cliffs Greene received six common shares of Debut Diamonds. Subject to restrictions under applicable law, Cliffs Greene 
may in the future acquire or dispose of additional securities of Debut Diamonds depending on factors such as the business and 
prospects of Debut Diamonds and future market conditions ...."  http://www.newswire.ca/en/story/914619/cliffs-natural-resources-
inc

http://www.newswire.ca/en/story/914619/cliffs-natural-resources-
-s-subsidiary-cliffs-greene-b-v-announces-acquisition-of-common-shares-of-debut-diamonds-inc-as-a-result-of-receipt-of-spe 
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31 Jan 12 "Cliffs Natural Resources announced their budget plans for 2012 and is looking to spend close to $3 billion to get its chromite 

project in the Ring of Fire into production, with $1.8 billion of that going to build a ferrochrome processing plant.  Cliffs said it will 
also spend $150 million to develop the Black Thor mine site, one of three sites it controls in the Ring of Fire, and $800 million to 
construct a near-mine concentrating plant.  Not included in those estimates is $600 million to build an all-weather road Cliffs said 
would benefit remote northern communities and other Ring of Fire mining projects. Because of that, Cliffs says it will be looking to 
private and government entities to share the cost of building the road.  Cliffs also said they have not made a decision about the 
location of the ferrochrome processing facility, according to Cliffs spokeswoman Patricia Persico.  Cliffs controls three large 
chromite deposits in northern Ontario’s Ring of Fire and has a timeline to begin production in 2015. Their initial prediction in 2009 
was producing projects that had an annual outcome of 600,000 tons of ferrochrome. But Cliffs also announced that after 
significant additional pre-feasibility work, Cliffs now anticipates projects annually producing 1 million tons of chromite in addition to 
the original 600,000 tons of ferrochrome.  Currently, a federal environmental assessment is under way by the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Agency for Cliffs' Black Thor deposit. The environmental assessments are also subject to provincial 
environmental assessment requirements. They are expected to be completed by 2013."  
http://www.wawataynews.ca/archive/all/2012/1/31/cliffs-releases-2012-budget-plans_22337 http://www.wawataynews.ca/archive/all/2012/1/31/cliffs-releases-2012-budget-plans_22337

 "Streamlining environmental assessment and ensuring sustainability of seniors’ pensions top the to-do stack as a new 
parliamentary session kicked off on Monday ....  On environmental assessment, two federal processes are currently in play. The 
Canadian Environmental Assessment (CEA) is intended to deal with all federal development projects. The more rigourous Joint 
Review Panel builds on that assessment, accommodating issues of jurisdiction when projects cross provincial lines, for example. 
Typically, the latter takes more time but Rickford argued the former is a more efficient process.  (Kenora MP Greg Rickford) used 
the example of the Ring of Fire chromite deposit development, where he said communities are split between different approaches 
to environmental assessment.  “(The CEA) has been accepted by most First Nations in the Ring of Fire. There are a few other 
communities who would like to see the Joint Review Panel to be applied so it’s a bit of a gray area. One group wants one process 
and the other group wants both.”  Unwilling to speculate on the specifics of yet-to-be-released legislation, he did say affected 
parties are asking questions and the government needs to be clear about the answers.  “We intend to protect what we have and 
we’re always looking for ways to make it more efficient. It would never be at the cost of a stakeholder’s interest but we intend to 
develop our resources."  http://www.kenoradailyminerandnews.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3455611 http://www.kenoradailyminerandnews.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3455611
 
"Canada's Natural Resources Minister Joe Oliver on Tuesday continued his crusade to cut down on environmental approval 
timelines for major projects, to encourage the potential C$92-billion in mining investment the government sees over the next ten 
years.  Oliver made specific mention of the chromite and nickel projects under way in Ontario’s Ring of Fire district, saying he 
hoped Cliffs Natural Resources’ Black Thor deposit and Noront Resources’ Eagle’s Nest project make their way through the 
regulatory processes without hitches.  Cleveland-based Cliffs said earlier this month that it could cost nearly $1-billion to build a 
mine and a concentrator at Black Thor, where it is carrying out a prefeasibility study, to produce one-million tons of export 
chromite ore concentrate and 600 000 t of ferrochrome.  The company is also studying the viability of building a $1.8-billion 
ferrochrome plant in Ontario.  The Black Thor mine is scheduled to start producing in 2015, with the prefeasibility set for 
completion in the first half of 2012.  Noront, listed on the TSX announced a prefeasibility study for Eagle’s Nest last year that 
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outlined a $734-million capital investment for a one-million-ton-a-year nickel-copper and platinum-group metals mine.  Oliver 
pointed out that both projects were undergoing environmental assessment.  “It is my hope that these projects will pass through 
our federal and provincial regulatory systems and processes that are needed, and will do so smoothly,” he said.  Oliver 
commented that the Ring of Fire, located in Northern Ontario’s James Bay Lowlands, was attracting significant investment, and 
could put Canada on the map for chromite production, currently dominated by South Africa, Kazakhstan and India.  “It could also 
replenish Canada’s dwindling reserves of nickel and copper,” he said.  In a speech to a Canadian Mining Innovation Council 
event in Toronto, Oliver repeated his calls for a faster environmental review process in the country, comparing the two years it 
took for Australia to green-light BHP Billiton’s anticipated $20-billion expansion at its Olympic Dam mine to the six years Canada 
took to approve Total's $9-billion Joslyn North oil sands project.  “We can’t afford to give our competitors that kind of a head start,” 
he said.  Oliver earlier this month wrote an open letter to Canadians decrying the country’s “broken” regulatory system that was at 
risk of being hijacked by “environmental and other radical groups”.  Speaking to reporters after Tuesday’s speech, he said the 
government was yet to decide what would be a reasonable or competitive environmental review timeframe, but said it would 
clearly be less than the nine years it took to go through the Mackenzie Valley gas pipeline or the six years it took for Jocelyn 
North”.  He also could not be drawn on how long the government could take to change the legislation or regulations, saying it 
would be for Parliament to decide.  “It’s a priority for the government, it’s a matter of urgency and we’re going to get along with it,” 
Oliver said.  “The ultimate goal is simple: one project, one review, in a clearly defined time period.” "  
http://www.miningweekly.com/article/oliver-pushes-for-ring-of-fire-development-2012-01-31 http://www.miningweekly.com/article/oliver-pushes-for-ring-of-fire-development-2012-01-31

 CBQ-FM Thunder Bay reported Ontario's Ring of Fire Co-ordinator may visit the exporation area soon.  The report quoted her 
saying her staff is planning a tour of the area, and that she would look for chances to visit with them.  (CBQ-FM Thunder Bay, 
4:30pm newscast) 

 "The Nishnawbe Aski Nation is making energy its top priority this week.  NAN's executive council, community leaders, 
government officials, and experts from the energy industry are taking part in a three-day conference in Thunder Bay devoted 
exclusively to energy issues.  Les Louttit, NAN's Deputy Grand Chief, said the top priority is getting all NAN communities hooked 
up to the provincial electrical grid .... Louttit said NAN also wants to look at starting up an energy company to provide electricity for 
mining developments in the Ring of Fire, located in the James Bay Lowlands.  A FedNor grant of about $140,000 is helping to pay 
for this week's conference."  http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/story/2012/01/31/tby-.html http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/story/2012/01/31/tby-.html
 
"Representatives from dozens of Nishnawbe Aski Nation communities met in Thunder Bay to help shed light on First Nation 
energy needs.  More than 200 people attended the Nishnawbe Aski Nation conference at the Valhalla Inn. The three-day 
conference, which started on Tuesday, focused entirely on the energy needs of First Nation communities.  NAN Deputy Grand 
Chief Les Louttit said many who live in the far north rely on diesel or wood burning stoves for heat and some don’t even have 
power to their homes.  “The top priority is shining a light on the communities,” Louttit said .... Michael Fox, a speaker at the 
conference, said he wanted to highlight the renewable energy potential in the Ring of Fire area.  He said they could create 
alternative power sources and move away from diesel.  In order to accomplish this, Fox said there are some policies they have to 
deal with.  Specifically he mentioned the controversial Far North Act as a possible challenge to overcome.  The Ontario Liberal 
government made the act law in 2010 in order to support First Nation land use planning and protect the land.  “(The Far North 
Act) talks about community use around waterpower versus commercial scale power projects,” Fox said.  “That’s something that I 

http://www.miningweekly.com/article/oliver-pushes-for-ring-of-fire-development-2012-01-31
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/story/2012/01/31/tby-.html
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think each of the communities are going to have to grapple with in terms of commercial sized projects. I think waterpower projects 
can be one of those projects that you can do concurrent planning.”  He said they will need to do some site investigations before 
going ahead with any projects. Once those investigations are finished, they communities will have to apply those sites for 
approval to the Ministry of Natural Resources.  It is up to the ministry to see if the applications even are processed, he said.  Fox 
added they have also discussed isolated grids to help provide power to communities. While talks are ongoing, Fox said he didn’t 
think these ideas have been fully studied.  The conference continues Wednesday."  
http://www.tbnewswatch.com/entertainment/186694/Energetic-conference http://www.tbnewswatch.com/entertainment/186694/Energetic-conference
 
Comments, Michael Gravelle, NAN Energy Conference:  ".... waterpower development could lead to longer term connection to the 
provincial grid or help to service a mining operation.  In addition to the considerations of the Far North Act, development of 
projects will have to be considered with other key priorities of the government, including the Long-Term Energy Plan and the Ring 
of Fire.  The Far North Act provides for waterpower, wind power and transmission projects to move forward in conjunction with 
land use planning.  We are committed to working with NAN and Far North First Nations to build a better future for the region’s 
people and communities .... We will also continue to look for ways to build on our role in facilitating economic opportunities for 
Aboriginal communities from renewable energy development.  Whether it is through the tremendous energy development 
opportunities I’ve discussed so far, or even the Ring of Fire development…and of course as a Northwesterner I would like to see 
the processor here and continue to be a strong supporter of that…, there are great things happening right here, significant 
opportunities before us, that can deliver important benefits for our communities.  And by working together I am confident we can 
achieve this."  http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/31/oving-forward-with-a-plan-to-build-a-modern-clean-reliable-electricity-system-
that

http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/31/oving-forward-with-a-plan-to-build-a-modern-clean-reliable-electricity-system-
-ontarians-can-count-on/ 

30 Jan 12 "Nipissing MPP Vic Fedeli remains adamant that bungling and inaction within the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines is 
delaying the Ring of Fire mining development. On Friday, Fedeli was shocked when the government coordinator for the 
development, Ring of Fire Secretariat Dr. Christine Kaszycki, admitted to him she has never actually stepped foot on the Ring of 
Fire despite having been on the job for 18 months.  Fedeli is convinced this is the reason for the delays at the Ring of Fire. “There 
is more than one company working there,” Fedeli pointed out. “I was at a presentation a year ago where the ‘development date’ 
was shown as 2015; Friday’s presentation in North Bay by Noront Resources now shows a development date by 2016. Clearly 
the lack of action by the government has caused delays.”  Rather than express concern at the revelation, Minister Rick Bartolucci 
tried to divert attention from the issue. But in doing so, he admitted that 2015 is only a “working date” set by Cliffs Resources, one 
of the main companies working on the project, and that “a lot of work, including environmental assessments, still has to be done.” 
(Sudbury Star, Jan. 27, 2012)  “There is more than one company working there,” Fedeli pointed out. “I was at a presentation a 
year ago where the ‘development date’ was shown as 2015; Friday’s presentation in North Bay by Noront Resources now shows 
a development date by 2016. Clearly the lack of action by the government has caused delays.” Fedeli added “Bartolucci needs to 
start doing his job to ensure this vital development proceeds on time instead of resorting to playground insults and tired rhetoric. 
When you can’t discredit the facts, you try to shoot the messenger. That’s why people hate politics,” Fedeli said.  “The real issue 
remains that Dalton McGuinty’s own Ring of Fire Secretariat has never actually been to the Ring of Fire. In fact, she should have 
an office there!” Fedeli exclaimed.  A spokesperson for Minister Bartolucci states, “Dr. Christine Kaszycki is an eminently qualified 
sector expert who enjoys our government’s full support. Our government is working hard to make the Ring of Fire a reality, and 

http://www.tbnewswatch.com/entertainment/186694/Energetic-conference
http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/31/oving-forward-with-a-plan-to-build-a-modern-clean-reliable-electricity-system-
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Dr. Kaszycki is an integral part of that process. There are no delays associated with the project and the McGuinty government will 
do what it can to maximize the benefits from the Ring of Fire for the people of Ontario”.  “I’ve been there — and what I saw 
prompted me to organize a sales mission there for my Nipissing riding manufacturers,” added Fedeli. “Doesn’t that sound like 
something a Ring of Fire co-ordinator should have been doing for Ontario companies?” "  
http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/30/fedeli-remains-adamant-that-bungling-and-inaction-is-delaying-the-ring-of-fire/ http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/30/fedeli-remains-adamant-that-bungling-and-inaction-is-delaying-the-ring-of-fire/

29 Jan 12 "Nishnawbe Aski Nation (NAN) leaders will join representatives of industry, government and energy developers in Thunder Bay 
next week for a three-day NAN Chiefs Energy Conference …. Panel speakers encompass First Nation leaders, and federal and 
provincial government representatives.  Other presentations will outline: the Kapuskasing River hydro project; Wawakapewin First 
Nation solar project; Muskrat Dam hydro project; Pikangikum First Nation transmission project update; M’Chigeeng First Nation’s 
Mother Earth renewable energy project; energy and resource development in the Ring of Fire; Ontario Power Generation’s 
Aboriginal policy and activities in Northern Ontario; and energy conservation.  Natural Resources Minister Michael Gravelle will 
deliver a noon-hour speech to delegates on Tuesday ...."  http://www.chroniclejournal.com/content/news/local/2012/01/29/chiefs-
talk

http://www.chroniclejournal.com/content/news/local/2012/01/29/chiefs-
-energy-strategy  

28 Jan 12 “Cliffs Natural Resources said Friday it still plans to open a chromite mine and plant by 2015, despite claims by a Conservative 
MPP that development of the so-called Ring of Fire area has been pushed back to 2016.  "There has been no changes for the 
Ring of Fire chromite project timeline established by Cliffs," said Patricia Persico, a Cliffs Natural Resources spokeswoman, when 
contacted by The Star.  Earlier Friday, Nipissing MPP Vic Fedeli accused the McGuinty government of mismanaging the Ring of 
Fire, a huge, mineral-rich tract of land in Northern Ontario.  Fedeli said development of the Ring of fire has been delayed to 2016 
from 2015, and he blamed the provincial government and its Ring of Fire coordinator, Christine Kaszycki …. Cliffs said earlier this 
month it would cost more than $3 billion to build the mine, concentrator, ferrochrome processing plant, an all-weather road and 
other facilities to allow production to begin.  Fedeli was not the only Conservative MPP to attack the Liberals about their handling 
of the Ring of Fire.  "This dithering is unacceptable at a time when we're desperate for good-paying privatesector jobs in Ontario 
and need to create prosperity to dig ourselves out from the $16-billion deficit hole Dalton McGuinty has dug for us," Parry Sound-
Muskoka MPP Norm Miller, the Conservative critic for the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, said in a statement.  "It's 
time for real leadership on this issue." …. In contrast, the Conservative MPPs said, PC Leader Tim Hudak has promised his party 
would move swiftly to turn the Ring of Fire into "a job-creating reality."  As part of the PC platform, Hudak would appoint the 
minister of Northern Development and Mines as the Ring of Fire co-ordinator.  Barttolucci defended the government's handling of 
the Ring of Fire, as well as Kaszycki, the Ring of Fire co-ordinator.  "I take great exception to it as the minister of Northern 
Development and Mines. (Kaszycki) is a person who has more mining ability in her little finger than (Fedeli) has in his whole body.  
"To question the integrity of Dr. Kaszycki is clearly, in my estimation, absolutely ridiculous. It's petty politics in the worst way ... 
attacking the integrity of a deputy minister who is co-ordinating the Ring of Fire in a very proactive and positive way ... Take shots 
at the politicians, but do not take shots at somebody who is incredibly dedicated, incredibly committed and incredibly excited 
about making this incredible opportunity for Northern Ontario happen."  Bartolucci said 2015 is a working date set by Cliffs and a 
lot of work, including environmental assessments, still has to be done ….”  
http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3452863 http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3452863  

27 Jan 12 “Matawa First Nations leaders are proposing a $34 million strategy to halt prescription drug abuse — a strategy that would fund 
addiction and mental health workers in nine communities.  And perhaps, most importantly, the plan would include ongoing care.  

http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/30/fedeli-remains-adamant-that-bungling-and-inaction-is-delaying-the-ring-of-fire/
http://www.chroniclejournal.com/content/news/local/2012/01/29/chiefs-
http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3452863
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Breakdown of the costs for Matawa First Nations drug strategy:  Of the $33.6 million proposed to roll out the plan, about $20 
million would be allocated to the nine First Nations that fall under the Matawa umbrella.  There would be more than $10 million for 
two residential treatment/healing centres at Constance Lake and Eabametoong, and about $1.8 million for Matawa regional 
initiatives.  Diane Andrews, an alcohol and drug abuse worker at Constance Lake First Nation, said many people return from 
addiction treatment, only to relapse, because there is no aftercare in the community …. With a price tag of close to $34 million, 
the dream is a big one. That money would pay for dedicated staff in each of Matawa's nine First Nations to treat addictions, 
manage withdrawal and provide mental health services.  It would also create residential treatment centres located in Constance 
Lake and Eabametoong, as well as reinforce cultural pride and education to help prevent drug abuse in the first place.   To pay for 
it all, Matawa will approach the federal government and make a pitch for private donors like Ring of Fire mining companies, who 
may want to invest in an addiction-free workforce.”  http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/story/2012/01/27/tby-matawa-
drug

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/story/2012/01/27/tby-matawa-
-strategy.html  

 “Nipissing MPP Vic Fedeli chastised the McGuinty government Friday for mismanaging the vital Ring of Fire mining development 
in Northern Ontario and causing unnecessary delays.  The development schedule for the major companies has already been 
pushed back a year to 2016.  Today, Dalton McGuinty’s Ring of Fire coordinator, Dr. Christine Kaszycki, admitted to Fedeli at a 
conference in North Bay that she has NEVER stepped foot on the site.“I was shocked to learn that she has never set foot in the 
Ring of Fire. No wonder this project is stalled!” exclaimed Fedeli, who toured the site himself last summer and is working to 
arrange a sales trip for local firms there this spring.“  The government says one thing, but doesn’t actually do anything. All they’ve 
done is hire people, built a bureaucracy, and not actually done any work. That’s why the projects are delayed another year.”  The 
Ring of Fire may prove to be the largest mining discovery of the last 100 years. This massive deposit of chromite located west of 
James Bay could create prosperity for the North for decades to come.  “This dithering is unacceptable at a time when we’re 
desperate for good-paying private-sector jobs in Ontario and need to create prosperity to dig ourselves out from the $16-billion 
deficit hole Dalton McGuinty has dug for us,” said PC Northern Development and Mines Critic and Parry Sound-Muskoka MPP 
Norm Miller.“It’s time for real leadership on this issue.  ”Miller, who’s also toured the site, added that since the October election, 
the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines hasn’t issued a single news release focused on The Ring of Fire, and Minister 
Rick Bartolucci only seems to talk about it when pressed by the media.  In a speech in Timmins this week, Ontario PC Leader Tim 
Hudak pledged the PC party would move swiftly to turn the Ring of Fire into a job-creating reality. As part of the PC platform, 
Hudak would appoint the Minister of Northern Development and Mines as the Ring of Fire coordinator ….” 
http://www.nugget.ca/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3452069 http://www.nugget.ca/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3452069  or http://www.scribd.com/Northbaynugget/d/79614341-Fedeli-January-27-
2012

http://www.scribd.com/Northbaynugget/d/79614341-Fedeli-January-27-
  

 
“Nipissing MPP Vic Fedeli made his first tour to the Ring of Fire before he was elected to Queen’s Park. Fedeli was at a 
engineering conference today where he shared his first trip into the mining region with Dr. Christine Kaszycki.  The Ring of Fire 
Coordinator shared with Fedeli that she has yet to set foot on the ground in the Ring of Fire. “I was shocked to learn that she has 
never set foot in the Ring of Fire. No wonder this project is stalled!” expressed a shocked Fedeli. “One thinks that would have 
been one of the first things she would have done”.  Fedeli chastised the McGuinty government Friday for mismanaging the vital 
Ring of Fire mining development in Northern Ontario and causing unnecessary delays.  The development schedule for the major 
companies has already been pushed back a year to 2016.  “The government says one thing, but doesn’t actually do anything. All 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/story/2012/01/27/tby-matawa-
http://www.nugget.ca/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3452069
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they’ve done is hire people, built a bureaucracy, and not actually done any work. That’s why the projects are delayed another 
year.”   A spokesperson for Minister Bartolucci states, “Dr. Christine Kaszycki is an eminently qualified sector expert who enjoys 
our government’s full support. Our government is working hard to make the Ring of Fire a reality, and Dr. Kaszycki is an integral 
part of that process”.  “There are no delays associated with the project and the McGuinty government will do what it can to 
maximize the benefits from the Ring of Fire for the people of Ontario,” adds the Minister’s spokesperson.   The Ring of Fire may 
prove to be the largest mining discovery of the last 100 years. This massive deposit of chromite located west of James Bay could 
create prosperity for the North for decades to come.   “This dithering is unacceptable at a time when we’re desperate for good-
paying private-sector jobs in Ontario and need to create prosperity to dig ourselves out from the $16-billion deficit hole Dalton 
McGuinty has dug for us,” said PC Northern Development and Mines Critic and Parry Sound-Muskoka MPP Norm Miller.   “It’s 
time for real leadership on this issue.” ….”  http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/27/ring-of-fire-coordinator-has-never-set-foot-in-the-
ring

http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/27/ring-of-fire-coordinator-has-never-set-foot-in-the-
-of-fire/  

 “Cliffs Natural Resources said Friday it still plans to open a chromite mine and plant by 2015, despite claims by a Conservative 
MPP that development of the so-called Ring of Fire area has been pushed back to 2016.  "There has been no changes for the 
Ring of Fire chromite project timeline established by Cliffs," said Patricia Persico, a Cliffs Natural Resources spokeswoman, when 
contacted by The Star.  Earlier Friday, Nipissing MPP Vic Fedeli accused the McGuinty government of mismanaging the Ring of 
Fire, a huge, mineral-rich tract of land in northwestern Ontario.  Fedeli said development of the Ring of fire has been delayed to 
2016 from 2015, and he blamed the provincial government and its Ring of Fire co-ordinator, Christine Kaszycki.  In a release, 
Fedeli said Kaszycki told her at a North Bay conference that she has never visited the Ring of Fire site ….”  
http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3452213 http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3452213  

 “@Sarah4NWO Sarah Campbell An aerial view of @NorontResources Esker Camp in the Ring of Fire. From our Wednesday 
tour. pic.twitter.com/vZmXM9p6 “  https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/163025952308342785 https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/163025952308342785  
 
“@Sarah4NWO Sarah Campbell I posted 35 photos on Facebook in the album "Attawapiskat/Ring of Fire trip" fb.me/17bq0ov9c “  
https://twitter.com/#!/Sarah4NWO/status/163012724434010112 https://twitter.com/#!/Sarah4NWO/status/163012724434010112  

 Job posting:  "Matawa First Nations Management requires a highly skilled and self-motivated Mineral Exploration Mining Advisor 
(Mining Advisor) that has the professional ability to advise First Nations on mineral exploration and mining projects on matters 
related to engaging the mining industry, community consultations, early exploration agreements, and impact and benefit 
agreements. In addition, the Mining Advisor must keep abreast of mining claims and companies operating in the Matawa region; 
interact with companies and provide them information on the Matawa communities and vice versa; and facilitate discussions 
between companies and First Nations. The Mining Advisor is not expected to provide detailed technical advice on mineral 
exploration or mining in each stage of the mining cycle but is able to provide general advice and to champion the development of 
working relationships between the companies and First Nations ...."  http://www.matawa.on.ca/upload/documents/mineral-
exploration

http://www.matawa.on.ca/upload/documents/mineral-
-mining-advisor--job-posting-january-25-2012.pdf  or http://ringoffirenews.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/mineral-

exploration
http://ringoffirenews.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/mineral-

-mining-advisor-job-posting-january-25-2012.pdf  
 "Balance and stability are key as the Ontario government works to get out of debt, Sudbury MPP Rick Bartolucci said Thursday 

afternoon.  Speaking at the Greater Sudbury Chamber of Commerce's President's Series Luncheon about future opportunities for 
the city, Bartolucci stressed the provincial budget, to be announced in March, will bring significant change.  "As the world looks to 

http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/27/ring-of-fire-coordinator-has-never-set-foot-in-the-
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recover from a global recession, Ontario is in better shape than most. But we need to ensure that stability, particularly for our 
region, is ongoing.  The upcoming provincial budget is going to result in some significant changes that are in keeping with our 
fiscal reality, and are going to require some tough decisions."  Some of the tough decisions, said Bartolucci, include reducing the 
number of public service workers and finding $200 million in savings from Crown agencies by 2014. A few of the Crown agencies 
(but not necessarily ones where savings will be found) are the Alcohol & Gaming Commission of Ontario, eHealth Ontario, Liquor 
Control Board of Ontario and the Workplace Safety & Insurance Board .... Despite the looming cuts, Bartolucci, who is also the 
minister of Northern Development and Mines, stressed that job creation in Northern Ontario is very important.  "Our government 
and I ... remain staunchly committed to creating jobs across the north through strategic investments in infrastructure, 
transportation and mineral development. Within that context, we will continue to look at ways in which to do things better and 
more efficiently.  "Growth plans for Northern Ontario," he (including) the Northern Highways Program, the Northern Ontario 
Heritage Fund Corporation, the Far North Act and mineral development will continue to be essential instruments in promoting 
northern economic development." "  http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3451566 http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3451566  

26 Jan 12 "The Ontario Chamber of Commerce and the Mowat Centre at the University of Toronto have released a new, ambitious,and 
transformational agenda that will enable Ontario to rise above current economic challenges.  The new report, Emerging Stronger, 
identifies five key strategic priorities for Ontario, and the concrete steps necessary to make Ontario more competitive, productive, 
and globally connected.  “Ontario has an extraordinary economic future,” says Len Crispino, President & CEO of the Ontario 
Chamber of Commerce. “To reach our full potential we must realistically identify the challenges we face, take leadership in 
advancing productivity, skills development and fiscal responsibility, and mobilize our enormous competitive advantages in the 
global economy.”  The report comes at a time when Ontario faces a major turning point in its economic history. The economic 
downturn, high levels of government and consumer debt, the relative decline of the U.S. economy, and new patterns of global 
competition and cooperation pose a new set of challenges and opportunities for the province.   “We are transitioning away from 
many of the old industries that were the foundations of Ontario’s prosperity for generations while the global economy is 
undergoing a geopolitical re-ordering,” says Matthew Mendelsohn, Director of the Mowat Centre ...."  
http://occ.on.ca/2012/mowat-centre-and-ontario-chamber-of-commerce-release-new-economic-vision-for-ontario/ http://occ.on.ca/2012/mowat-centre-and-ontario-chamber-of-commerce-release-new-economic-vision-for-ontario/
 
From "Emerging Stronger: report:  ".... Northern Ontario’s Ring of Fire is hailed as the most promising mining opportunity in 
Canada in a century .... Maximizing opportunities from the Ring of Fire will require consultation with Aboriginal peoples, and with a 
variety of stakeholders, as well as adequate infrastructure, energy supply, and environmental stewardship ....  Maximize resource 
development: Ensure that investments in the Ring of Fire generate the greatest benefits for Ontario ....” 
http://occ.on.ca/assets/Emerging-Stronger.pdf http://occ.on.ca/assets/Emerging-Stronger.pdf

 "Cliffs Natural Resources Inc. (NYSE: CLF) (Paris: CLF) today provided an update on its 2011 expected results by business 
segment, along with its business segment outlook for 2012. Cliffs will report its complete fourth-quarter and full-year results on 
Feb. 15, 2012, and hold a conference call with the investment community at 10 a.m. on Feb. 16, 2012 ...."  
http://ir.cliffsnaturalresources.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=642856 http://ir.cliffsnaturalresources.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=642856

 "Ontario Opposition Leader Tim Hudak won a round of applause in Timmins Wednesday when he said he wants to scrap the 
controversial Far North Act.  Hudak was in Timmins as part of a week long tour of the North. He was accompanied by Nipissing 
MPP Vic Fedeli and former Timmins-James Bay PC candidate and Kapuskasing mayor Al Spacek.  The Far North Act, known as 

http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3451566
http://occ.on.ca/2012/mowat-centre-and-ontario-chamber-of-commerce-release-new-economic-vision-for-ontario/
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Bill 191, was passed by the previous Ontario government in 2010 to regulate development and to ensure that the far Northern 
areas of Ontario would continue to be pristine and that any future development would involve consultation and participation of 
First Nations. In doing that, the Liberals decided that roughly 50 per cent of the land mass of the far north would have no 
development at all. Mining and logging would be severely restricted.  Speaking to a Timmins Chamber of Commerce luncheon on 
Wednesday, Hudak called Bill 191 “a colossal ball of red tape” that he said would turn Northern Ontario “into a virtual museum.”  
Hudak claimed the act did not take in the interests of Northerners but instead was inspired by the concerns and criticisms of 
Southern Ontario special-interest groups.  “They want see Northern Ontario as one giant park,” said Hudak.  He added that the 
Progressive Conservative party wants to focus on job creation in the North and investment in Northern businesses.  “And if I had 
the honour of being premier of the province of Ontario, I will scrap the Far North Act once and for all,” said Hudak …. Hudak said 
a similar concern is arising now with the Ring of Fire development. The Ring of Fire refers to a series of rich chromite orebodies 
discovered in the McFaulds Lake area north of Webequie.  “This is not just a once-in-a-generation, not just a once-in-a-lifetime; 
it’s a once-in-a-century opportunity. We’re talking about tens and tens of billions of dollars of wealth and prosperity,” said Hudak.  
He said the current Liberal government is dragging its feet on the development of that venture.  “We’ve had lots of lip service but 
no action,” in bringing that to reality he said …. "  http://www.timminstimes.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3450426 http://www.timminstimes.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3450426  

25 Jan 12 "@NorontResources Hobbes has High Praise for Noront http://ow.ly/8FjG2 "  http://ow.ly/8FjG2
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/162024607916892160 http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/162024607916892160

 “@Sarah4NWO Thank you to Gilles Bisson @BissonGilles for organizing the trip to Attawapiskat and the Ring of Fire. Two very 
informative days.”  https://twitter.com/#!/Sarah4NWO/status/162285709733003264 https://twitter.com/#!/Sarah4NWO/status/162285709733003264  
 
“@Sarah4NWO Just got back from the Noront Esker Camp. Impressed with their innovation and environmental stewardship.  
https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/162619783962034178 https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/162619783962034178  

 "Solid Gold Resources Corp. (TSXV:SLD.V - News) is suing the Ontario government over a ruling that temporarily prevents the 
junior mining company from drilling on lands belonging to the Wahgoshig First Nation.  The company alleges in the $100-million 
suit that the province is liable for losses suffered by the company.  It comes after a ruling earlier this month that sided with the 
First Nation, saying Solid Gold failed to consult before beginning its exploration.  That decision ordered drilling to be halted for 
120 days, during which time the company and the provincial government had to undergo a proper consultation process with 
Wahgoshig.  Solid Gold has said any duty to consult with First Nations falls to the government, not the mining company, and it's 
not something the province can delegate.  A formal statement of claim will be issued after a 60-day hold period.  A spokesman for 
the ministry of northern development and mines said the province was aware of the claim, but declined to comment since it’s 
before the courts ...."  http://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/miner-solid-gold-sues-ontario-173516748.html http://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/miner-solid-gold-sues-ontario-173516748.html

 "First Nations are more than just stakeholders and have rights to resource development that must be recognized, Shawn Atleo 
said Wednesday.  The national chief of the Assembly of First Nations says the chiefs who met with Prime Minister Stephen 
Harper Tuesday told him they have real rights through their treaties when it comes to pipeline and mining projects.  "Right now, 
government feels that through their actions and through their regulatory processes and licences that First Nations are simply 
stakeholders," Atleo said.  "That simply is not the case. The treaty relationship said that we would be full partners in designing and 
determining what would happen within our respective territories and that First Nations would benefit from the wealth and from the 
resources of the land."  Atleo pointed to the notion of having free, prior and informed consent over what happens in First Nations 

http://www.timminstimes.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3450426
http://ow.ly/8FjG2
http://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/162024607916892160
https://twitter.com/#!/Sarah4NWO/status/162285709733003264
https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/162619783962034178
http://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/miner-solid-gold-sues-ontario-173516748.html
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territories .... The Crown and First Nations agreed to broad principles but committed to few specific steps to reach the goals they 
set out.  They agreed they would look to "education and opportunity" to improve success among First Nations and create 
conditions to speed up economic development.  There was no mention of resource sharing, although at the closing press 
conference Aboriginal Affairs Minister John Duncan pointed to land management rights agreements the government has signed 
with 55 First Nations. Duncan said that for those First Nations, a full quarter of the Indian Act no longer applies .... Atleo said the 
promise to work on resolving land claims and implementing treaties is important.  "You can’t disconnect a conversation about 
economics or major resource development without looking to the issue of land negotiations. The current process, First Nations 
feel, is deeply flawed. It is unfair. It has not kept pace with changes even in common law.  "These are inextricably linked to one 
another. The outstanding issue of generating wealth from the lands that First Nations have not participated in, the very poverty 
that we have seen in places like Attawapiskat, [they] are located but 70 plus kilometres from one of the most major mines in this 
country," Atleo said.  A progress report will be released on the Crown-First Nations gathering's commitments on Jan. 24, 2013."  
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/story/2012/01/25/pol-first-nations-atleo.html http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/story/2012/01/25/pol-first-nations-atleo.html

 "Treaty 3 Grand Chief Diane Kelly had only seconds to speak to Stephen Harper personally on Monday so she asked him to take 
a stride.  “Walk with us,” she said to the Prime Minister as she gave him a pair of moccasins made by Nicickousemenecaning 
First Nation elder Nancy Jones.  “These are from the Anishinaabe Nation in Treaty 3 and we’re asking you to walk with us and 
implement our treaty.”  When Kelly spoke at the two-hour meeting on the eve of the Crown-First Nations meetings in Ottawa, she 
stressed on-reserve education. She explained how Northwest Angle 33 First Nation children take a boat, cross to the United 
States and are bussed to Manitoba to go to school. She said families shouldn’t have to move away so their children can attend 
classes, nor should a six-year-old be asked to travel so far to receive an education.  Harper was clear his intent was only to listen 
and Kelly hopes Tuesday’s meetings will open a new dialogue.  “There are so many regulations and policies that impede First 
Nations’ development,” she said. “If we could enter into a process or just have the respect or acknowledgement under section 
91.24 (of the British North America Act), they are to protect and implement our rights. That was the thing that Justice Sanderson 
in the Keewatin decision said: The federal government has a responsibility here. They made assurances to the Anishinaabe 
people in Treaty 3.”  Kenora MP and Parliamentary Secretary of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Greg Rickford 
attended with his minister, John Duncan.  Expressing pride that three of the four indigenous drummers at the meeting are in his 
riding, Rickford focused on the riding, describing a “real interest in developing strategies around regional development.”  He too, 
talked of the walk.  “Tonight, we took the important first steps to having a clear, direct first meeting with the Prime Minister, 
Minister Duncan and myself,” he said. “Some issues that were nuanced to the region were identified and brought forward and 
there were some prevailing themes throughout.”  Rickford felt there was “good, respectful and exciting dialogue,” listing education, 
infrastructure and resource development, including forestry, mining and the ring of fire as local priorities."  
http://www.kenoradailyminerandnews.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3447275 http://www.kenoradailyminerandnews.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3447275

 "@NorontResources Welcome to #Mishkeegogamang #FirstNation! pic.twitter.com/FeiBIuml"  
https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/161858651303317505 https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/161858651303317505
 
"@NorontResources Join us today at #Mishkeegogamang #FirstNation for Noront's next #OpenHouse! Bring your questions for 
our experts."  https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/161859622263734272 https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/161859622263734272

 ".... Ontario is facing a major turning point in its history. The cyclical economic downturn is taking place against larger structural 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/story/2012/01/25/pol-first-nations-atleo.html
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changes. We are transitioning away from many of the old industries that were the foundations of Ontario’s prosperity for 
generations. Meanwhile, the global economy is undergoing a geopolitical reordering — the emergence of previously less-
developed economies and a relative decline in the economic strength of the United States.  What steps are necessary to meet 
these challenges and enable Ontario to emerge stronger during this transition? The Ontario Chamber of Commerce and the 
Mowat Centre, supported by Leger Marketing and in consultation with business, government, labour and civic leaders, offer an 
economic vision for Ontario.  Emerging Stronger is an ambitious plan. It identifies five priorities for Ontario: improving innovation 
and productivity; building a modern labour force that better leverages newcomers’ skills, experiences and networks, and facilitates 
the full labour market participation of aboriginal people; returning to fiscal sustainability, which includes a modernized public 
sector and a supportive federal government; becoming a highly diversified global exporter and investor, fully integrated into global 
supply chains; and developing a deeper understanding of Ontario’s competitive advantages and ensuring those sectors are 
supported.  The province is well-positioned to emerge stronger during this period of transition. But two realities must be 
acknowledged and addressed: our businesses are not as productive as they could be and many businesses are not sufficiently 
exposed to rapidly growing emerging markets. Although the high — and volatile — dollar creates challenges for many industries, 
it also creates opportunities to make investments that will increase productivity and deepen connections globally.  The federal and 
provincial governments must align their public policies and investments accordingly, which includes revising the federal policies 
that redistribute a good portion of Ontario’s wealth to other parts of the country.  Collectively, we must prepare for intensifying 
global competition and falling barriers to trade and investment. Openness to the world — and the capacity of Ontarians to 
navigate in a diverse world — is a key asset. Embracing this quality will be crucial to Ontario’s success.  Ontario has many of the 
goods and services the world wants. But that should not encourage complacency. The next five years are key: we must embrace 
the changes that are before us, prepare for even greater competition from our international peers, realize the full potential of the 
Great Lakes and the Ring of Fire, deepen collaboration globally and harness the power of diaspora networks, and identify and 
invest in Ontario’s competitive advantages ...."  http://www.thestar.com/article/1121474--innovation-key-to-ontario-s-prosperity-in-
the

http://www.thestar.com/article/1121474--innovation-key-to-ontario-s-prosperity-in-
-21st-century 

 "Phil Fontaine says a decent education is the solution to many problems that plague First Nation communities.  The former 
Assembly of First Nations chief told students at Dennis Franklin Cromarty High School students that with the coming job 
opportunities from the ring of fire, students need to get an education to take full advantage of what those opportunities can offer 
...."  http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/185636/Education-answer-to-many-problems-in-First-Nations-Fontaine http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/185636/Education-answer-to-many-problems-in-First-Nations-Fontaine

 Letter to the editor:  "Cliffs Natural Resources expects to produce one million tons of export chromite ore concentrate annually in 
addition to the 600,000 tons of ferrochrome it initially forecast. The way that I read this news, Cliffs wants the citizens of Ontario to 
think they are winners because the company will produce an extra million tons. However, Cliffs has said in the past it would sell 
some of the concentrate to China for processing, which would mean a loss of jobs in Ontario. I can't understand how the Ontario 
government could allow a company to take resources out of Ontario to be processed in China.  How I wish our premier could be 
more like Newfoundland’s Danny Williams or Saskatchewan’s Brad Wall, and stand up to corporations who don’t have the best 
interests of the province at heart ...."  http://www.chroniclejournal.com/editorial/letters/2012-01-25/it%E2%80%99s-
ontario%E2%80%99s

http://www.chroniclejournal.com/editorial/letters/2012-01-25/it%E2%80%99s-
-ore 

 "Ontario Progressive Conservative leader Tim Hudak spoke to the Timmins Chamber of Commerce today. Here is the speech 
delivered today:  Good afternoon, everyone. Bonjour tout le monde .... Dalton McGuinty needs to follow the lead of business 

http://www.thestar.com/article/1121474--innovation-key-to-ontario-s-prosperity-in-
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owners. Show leadership. Make tough choices.  Government needs to share in the sacrifice the private sector is making every 
day. But he won’t.  In fact, he and his government have a record of doing little to help the North. They’ve actively passed laws that 
prevent the North from both immediate and long-term economic prosperity.  The Southern Ontario special interests – with their 
fantasy view of what Northern living really is – have far too much say over the decisions that affect Northern business owners.  
This government won’t listen. Because ministers think they know what’s best for you. Dalton McGuinty just doesn’t understand 
that the North’s success can’t be driven from the special interests’ office in Toronto.  For too long the needs of the North have 
been ignored by this government. This has to stop .... Our plan also calls for a reduction of job hindering regulations and red tape 
that stretches as far back as Toronto – right where it came from.  I have long been committed to repealing laws that hinder 
economic opportunities.  This includes the Far North Act, which has turned much of the North into a virtual museum by banning 
development and killing potential jobs.  We also need to turn the promise of the Ring of Fire into a job-creating reality.  This is a 
gigantic opportunity. Worth tens of billions of dollars of jobs and prosperity. That’s bigger than the Sudbury Basin. This is s a 
once-in-a-century opportunity for the North, for Ontario, and for Canada.  I believe that it’s the role of the Premier to convince the 
rest of the province about the Ring of Fire’s economic potential – and why all Ontarians need to rally around developing it.  Yet 
the McGuinty’s Liberals have dragged their feet, refusing to jump on the high-value jobs and investments that are waiting.  We 
cannot let this historic opportunity pass us by. We must push forward.  People in Southern Ontario must realize that the Ring of 
Fire matters to them. And wherever government policy is a barrier we have to be open to all options to remove those barriers .... 
It’s time for Queens Park to take a different approach. I believe that before we pass any legislation that affects the North we need 
to consider three questions:  Does it originate in the North?  Does it protect the Northern way of life?  Does it keep wealth in the 
North?  Only if the answer is yes to all three should we pass any legislation for Norther Ontario.  Because enough is enough. It’s 
time to get the North working again .... "  http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/25/dalton-mcguinty-just-doesnt-understand-that-the-
norths

http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/25/dalton-mcguinty-just-doesnt-understand-that-the-
-success-cant-be-driven-from-the-special-interests-hudak/ 

24 Jan 12 "@KRRNDP (Kenora-Rainy River NDP) Noront Resources C.O.O. Paul Semple, Sarah Campbell, MPP, @Sarah4NWO , and 
Ignace Mayor Lee Kennard in Pickle Lake. pic.twitter.com/s6Q3Qz4n"  
https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/161787544743313408 https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/161787544743313408

 "(Thunder Bay) Mayor (Keith) Hobbs is excited about prospects for the "other" player in the Ring of Fire mining zone. In a speech 
to the Thunder Bay Rotary Club, Hobbs praised Noront Resources for its plans for the mineral rich area.  He says we are finding 
out quickly that Cliff's Natural Resources isn't the only player there. Noront is making a presentation in the near future to council 
on it's Eagle's Nest project."  http://thegiantnews.blogspot.com/2012/01/hobbs-has-high-praise-for-noront.html?m=1 http://thegiantnews.blogspot.com/2012/01/hobbs-has-high-praise-for-noront.html?m=1  

23 Jan 12 "@NorontResources Thanks to everyone who joined us at our Open House in #PickleLake today!"  
https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/161635476829249536 https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/161635476829249536  

 "Cliffs Natural Resources may decide where to put its $1.8-billion ferrochrome processing facility by early spring, (Sudbury) Mayor 
Marianne Matichuk said at a Rotary Club gathering on Monday.  "They are looking at investing. They haven't made their final 
decision. We're doing what we can," said Matichuk, referring to meetings between city officials and the mining company this past 
fall.  While Cliffs is looking at several Northern Ontario locations, the Moose Mountain Mine Site, about 20 kilometres from 
Capreol, was used as its base case for the Chromite Project.  The ferrochrome facility will handle chromite ore from the 
company's Black Thor deposit in the mineral-rich Ring of Fire area of northwestern Ontario.  The plant would create as many as 
500 jobs.  While little information was released about the city's meeting with Cliffs, Matichuk said on Monday that the company 
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may make their decision soon.  "We've been told early spring, but that's up to the company," she said.  Last week, when 
contacted by The Star, a company official said Cliffs has no news on when a decision was going to be made ...."  
http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3446378 http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3446378  

 "In December 2011, the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines (“MNDM”) issued a Request for Proposals (“RFP”) for the 
delivery of new Aboriginal education program on mineral exploration and development.  It would be expected that this education 
program would cover the important new Mining Act regulations on Aboriginal consultation and the licensing of exploration 
activities that are scheduled to come in to force in 2012 .... These regulations are necessary to establish the foundation for mining 
development and to hopefully avoid conflicts between Aboriginal communities and mining companies as occurred between the 
Wahgoshig First Nation and Solid Gold Resource Corp. The regulations must help clarify the relationship between the Mining Act 
and Far North Act that prohibits mining activities in Ontario’s far north until community plans are developed.  However, the content 
of the workshops appears to be more of an introduction to the mining industry in Ontario with topics such as “Minerals in Your 
Life.” This seems to be a missed opportunity to solicit Aboriginal views on the adequacy of the new prospecting and exploration 
regulations. Given the timelines, another more substantive consultation is not likely to occur until the regulations are in force."  
http://www.securitiesmininglaw.com/mndm-rfp-for-aboriginal-workshops-on-mining-act-mineral-exploration#page=1 http://www.securitiesmininglaw.com/mndm-rfp-for-aboriginal-workshops-on-mining-act-mineral-exploration#page=1

21 Jan 12 "Cliffs Natural Resources is looking to spend close to $3 billion to get its chromite project in Northern Ontario into production, with 
$1.8 billion of that going to build a ferrochrome processing plant, the company said this week.  Cleveland-based Cliffs released its 
2012 capital expenditure plan Thursday.  The company said it will spend $150 million to develop the Black Thor mine site, one of 
three sites it controls in the Ring of Fire, and $800 million to construct a near-mine concentrating plant.  Not included in those 
estimates is $600 million to build an all-weather road it says will benefit remote northern communities and other Ring of Fire 
mining projects.  Because of that, Cliffs says it will be looking to private and "government entities" to share the cost of the road.  
The City of Greater Sudbury is keen to have the processing plant, with its hundreds of jobs, located at a brown site in Sellwood 
near Capreol. Cliffs used that site as a base case in some of its prefeasibility work on the processing plant.  Two other locations, 
Thunder Bay and Greenstone, are also vying to have the plant built in their communities.  More information on the project will be 
provided when the company finishes its prefeasibility study in the first half of 2012, the company said in a news release issued 
this week.  Cliffs spokeswoman Patricia Persico wouldn't say if Cliffs is showing a preference for a location for the chromite 
processing plant.  "Cliffs understands there are many interested stakeholders following this project," said Persico in an e-mail 
Friday afternoon.  "We have not made a decision about the location of the ferrochrome processing facility, nor do we have a 
target date to share," she said.  "Cliffs is still assessing and evaluating a number of alternative locations to select a preferred site 
to locate and develop the prospective ferrochrome production facility."  Cliffs is aiming to have Black Thor in production by 2015.  
When Cliffs first invested in the chromite deposits in 2009, it predicted production of about 600,000 tons of ferrochrome annually.  
After completing some feasibility work, it expects to produce one million tons of export chromite ore concentrate in addition to the 
original 600,000 tons of ferrochrome ….  Sudbury MPP Rick Bartolucci was appointed Northern Development and Mines minister 
after last fall's provincial election.  Bartolucci said Friday he can't speak for Cliffs, "nor can we speculate as to what the company 
might request in terms of support from various levels of government.  "Cliffs is best positioned to speak to its own financial 
matters and business plans. It is premature to comment on what, if any, investment/ support might be negotiated between the 
province and the company.  "Any discussion of this nature would occur directly with the company," said Bartolucci ...."  
http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3444719 http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3444719  
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20 Jan 12 "Cliffs Natural Resources expects public and private investment in a transportation corridor to process and export Ring of Fire 
chromite.  After additional pre-feasibility of its chromite projects in the James Bay lowlands, the Ohio-based international miner 
said it intends to produce 1 million tons of chromite ore concentration for export, on top of its original 600,000 tons of ferrochrome.  
Cliffs owns three properties in the Ring of Fire, including its flagship Black Thor project, which it expects to have in production by 
2015.  The company released its 2012 capital expenditure plan, Jan. 19.  Preliminary project estimates peg the mine 
development at US $150 million, a nearby concentrating plant at $800 million, with a ferrochrome processing facility of a 
whopping $1.8 billion.  Three Northern Ontario communities – Sudbury, Thunder Bay and Greenstone – are in the running for the 
much-prized ferrochrome processor.  Cliffs wants the provincial and federal government to come to the table with money for the 
transportation infrastructure.  A 350-kilometre, all-weather service road between the mine site and a rail connection at Nakina in 
northwestern Ontario will cost $600 million, a figure Cliffs said it did not factor into its initial cost estimates.  Cliffs said it only plans 
to make a “partial” investment into the haul road, “with the balance to be contributed by other industry participants and 
government entities.”  Although the deposits are considered “world class,” Cliffs said more study must be done before the 
company starts spending on construction, most of which would take place in 2014 and 2015.  The company said its project 
prefeasibility study is expected to be finished sometime during the middle of this year."  
http://www.northernontariobusiness.com/Around-the-North/120116/Cliffs-wants-outside-investment-in-Ring-of-Fire-haul-road.aspx http://www.northernontariobusiness.com/Around-the-North/120116/Cliffs-wants-outside-investment-in-Ring-of-Fire-haul-road.aspx  
 
"Diversified miner Cliffs Natural Resources has budgeted $1-billion for capital expenditure in 2012, with more than half going into 
its Canadian iron-ore operations.  While the amount is 12% more than what the Cleveland-based company spent last year, it is in 
line with what Cliffs had originally planned to spend in 2011.  Of the amount, $700-million will go towards growth and $300-million 
will be sustaining capital, the company said.  The Bloom Lake iron-ore mine the firm acquired through its buyout of Consolidated 
Thompson in 2011 will get $470-million for its Phase 2 expansion aimed at doubling output to 16-million tons a year.  Cliffs also 
said preliminary estimates were it would need to spend nearly $1-billion to build a mine and concentrator at its chromite deposits 
in the James Bay Lowlands of Ontario, while a ferrochrome smelter came with a $1.8-billion price tag.  Transport infrastructure to 
link its Ring of Fire resources would also cost around $600-million, though Cliffs said the government and other mining companies 
in the area would likely foot some of this bill.  Most of the spending on this project would take in 2014 and 2015, and the company 
said it would provide more details on completion of a feasibility study in the first half of the year .... "  
http://www.miningweekly.com/article/cliffs-natural-resources-to-sepnd-1bn-in-2012-2012-01-20 http://www.miningweekly.com/article/cliffs-natural-resources-to-sepnd-1bn-in-2012-2012-01-20  
 
“Encouraging Report Released on Ring of Fire - Posted by Mike Ebbeling on Friday, January 20th, 2012 am 7:48:38 AM - 
Exceeding expections.  That's what Cliffs Natural Resources is finding out as the Cleveland-based company has released an 
update on the Ring of Fire zone in Northern Ontario.  Company officials say its chromite deposit is much bigger than first thought 
and the site will produce 1-million tons of chromite ore concentrate a year.  That's in addition to the 600-thousand tons of 
ferrochrome the company estimated in 2009 would come out of the ground each year.  The Federal and Provincial governments 
still have to approve an environmental assessment and Cliffs hopes to start mining in late 2014.   
 
Huge Numbers for Ring of Fire Project - Posted by Mike Ebbeling on Friday, January 20th, 2012 am 7:46:55 AM -  
How much will it cost Cliffs Natural resources to develop a mine in the Ring of Fire in Northern Ontario?  According to the 
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company's 2012 capital investment plan it will be over $2-billion.  The company estimates mine development to come in around 
$150-million, $800-million for a concentrating plant and $1.8-billion for a processing plant." http://ckdr.net/news/#24885 http://ckdr.net/news/#24885

 "Northern Gold Mining Inc. (TSX VENTURE:NGM) ("Northern Gold" or "the Company") and the Wahgoshig First Nation 
("Wahgoshig") jointly announced today that both parties are pleased with the cooperation and working relationship that has grown 
and developed since Northern Gold began working on the Garrison Gold Property.  "We are thrilled to have established a great 
working relationship with our neighbours, the Wahgoshig First Nation who are located slightly north of our Garrison Property," 
said Martin Shefsky, President and CEO of Northern Gold Mining Inc. "We are confident that the mutual respect developed during 
the past two years will continue to be a guiding principal as Northern Gold moves forward with exploration and development of the 
Garrcon Gold Deposit".  "Wahgoshig First Nation is pleased to have Northern Gold Mining Inc. as a neighbour and exploration 
company that respects and cooperates with First Nation Peoples," said David Babin, Chief of Wahgoshig First Nation. "Northern 
Gold has kept us informed of their exploration activities and continues to use services the band provides and also employs band 
members on a regular basis. The Company has recently suggested new ways in which we can expand our areas of cooperation." 
Chief Babin added, "At our last meeting, Northern Gold and Wahgoshig decided that given the current state of exploration on the 
Garrison Gold Property, the parties have agreed that the time has arrived to begin negotiations on an Impact Benefits Agreement 
(IBA) for the Garrison Gold Property."  About Northern Gold Mining: Northern Gold Mining Inc. is a TSX-V listed, publicly traded 
junior resource company based in Toronto, Ontario, dedicated to the discovery and development of high value mineral deposits in 
the proven mining camps of Kirkland Lake and Timmins in North Eastern Ontario. Northern Gold is focused on developing two 
advanced stage gold deposits on its 100% owned Garrison Gold Property. In addition to the advanced stage Jonpol and Garrcon 
Gold Deposits, both of which have NI 43-101 compliant mineral resource estimates presented in independent NI 43-101 
Technical Reports posted to SEDAR (October 21, 2009, October 23, 2010 and August 8, 2011), the property hosts several other 
gold mineralized showings including the less advanced 903 gold mineralized area. A Preliminary Economic Assessment is 
included in the 43-101 Technical Report posted to SEDAR August 8, 2011. The Garrison Gold Property has historical mining 
infrastructure at both the Jonpol and Garrcon Deposits, and currently producing mines are located near the property ...."  
http://www.marketwire.com/press-release/northern-gold-neighbouring-wahgoshig-first-nation-move-forward-on-flagship-garrison-
tsx
http://www.marketwire.com/press-release/northern-gold-neighbouring-wahgoshig-first-nation-move-forward-on-flagship-garrison-

-venture-ngm-1609070.htm  
 "Solid Gold Resources is challenging a Superior Court of Ontario ruling that halted its exploration program in northeastern 

Ontario.  The Toronto-headquartered company said that it intends to appeal Justice Carol Brown's Jan. 3 decision that upheld an 
injunction by the Wahgoshig First Nation to suspend exploration drilling near Lake Abitibi.  The court ruled that the junior miner 
made a “wilful effort not to consult” with the community despite provincial requests to do since 2009.  Drilling was ordered to be 
suspended for 120 days, while the company and the Ontario government paid for a third party mediator to begin a consultation 
process with the First Nation.  After initially decided not to challenge the ruling, the company has reversed course. The company 
claims the province wrongly delegated its legal responsibility to consult with the First Nation over to Solid Gold."  
http://www.northernontariobusiness.com/Around-the-North/120116/Gold-junior-appeals-court-ruling.aspx http://www.northernontariobusiness.com/Around-the-North/120116/Gold-junior-appeals-court-ruling.aspx  
 
"The lawyer behind Wahgoshig First Nation’s (WFN) successful court action against a gold mining company says the decision in 
the case will serve as a precedent for other Ontario First Nations Ontario in conflict with mining companies on traditional land.  
Kate Kempton, a lawyer with Olthuis Kleer Townshend LLP, said the injunction against Solid Gold Resources sets the bar higher 

http://ckdr.net/news/#24885
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in forcing companies to conduct meaningful consultation with First Nations before exploration work starts.  “We think (this 
decision) does set and strengthen injunction laws for First Nations,” Kempton said. “The judge was very clear that the parties 
have to engage in a bona fide, meaningful consultation and the process has to include accommodation.”  Ontario judge Carol J. 
Brown ruled on January 4 that Solid Gold had to stop its exploration work on WFN land. The judge gave the company 120 days to 
conduct meaningful consultation with the First Nation.  WFN filed for an injunction against Solid Gold in December after the 
company refused to halt drilling or exploration work while government-ordered consultation between the two sides took place.  
Wahgoshig’s Chief David Babin said the community first discovered Solid Gold on its traditional lands in the spring of 2011.  “We 
are very pleased with this decision,” Babin said. “We feel that justice has been done. Exploration and other companies across 
Canada will hopefully recognize that Aboriginal and treaty rights really mean something and that the courts will not let our rights 
be trampled on by unilateral actions and failures of industry and government.”  Solid Gold had argued during the court case that 
Treaty 9 lands were surrendered long ago, so that WFN had no claim to those lands. The company also argued that the Ontario 
Mining Act provides for “free entry” to the lands, entitling Solid Gold to proceed with its exploration work.  Under terms of the 
injunction Solid Gold, WFN and the government of Ontario were ordered to engage in consultation and the company was ordered 
to accommodate the First Nation’s interests during the consultation process.  The judge noted that WFN is entitled to seek an 
extension of the injunction if it is not satisfied with the outcome of the consultation.  Ontario ministry of Northern Development and 
Mining spokesperson Adrian Kupesic said the government plans to release new regulations on the duty to consult with First 
Nations under the Mining Act later in the year.  In the meantime, Kupesic said, the government is “constantly looking to bring both 
sides to the table.”  So far, consultations between the two sides have not started."  
http://www.wawataynews.ca/archive/all/2012/1/20/wahgoshig-case-sets-precedent-first-nations-says-lawyer_22300 http://www.wawataynews.ca/archive/all/2012/1/20/wahgoshig-case-sets-precedent-first-nations-says-lawyer_22300

 "Melkior Resources Inc. (MKR - TSX Venture), ("Melkior" or the "Company") has complete assays for base metals from samples 
submitted from its 2011 drill program on its wholly owned McFaulds East Rim property in northern Ontario. Eight holes totalling 
1768.8 metres were drilled to test a series of electromagnetic and magnetic anomalies, which were accessible during the summer 
months. The eight holes were widely spaced ranging from 3 km up to 12 km apart. Maps showing the location of the drill holes are 
available on Melkior's website. Samples are being submitted for gold assays ....  Although Melkior's drill program did not 
encounter economic mineralization, the eight holes were the first phase of drilling ever conducted by any exploration company on 
the property and the program provided valuable information to assist Melkior in prioritizing anomalies for a future drill program. 
Elevated zinc and copper values were detected in holes MMF-02-2011 and MER-01-2011. The values were not in an economic 
range (~1000 ppm) however the presence of base metals is considered significant for future work. In addition hole MER-01-2011 
indicated wide intersections of Scandium (~30 ppm) and Arsenic (> 1000 ppm) due to the presence of arsenopyrite, which could 
be a good indicator for gold.  The East Rim property is a large area which contains several gravity highs, as well as conductive 
and magnetic anomalies. The eight holes drilled were scattered and represent a very small proportion of the gravity high that was 
targeted. A number of areas and targets remain to be tested. Nevertheless, these eight holes provided important information on 
geology, especially on lithological units (which are hidden by at least ~ 30 metres of Paleozoic rocks) and geochemistry which 
could be used for future drill programs .... All drill core from the 2011 drill program at McFaulds was logged, split and sampled at 
Billiken McFaulds camp. The samples were sent to Actlabs in Thunder Bay, Ontario and were assayed using Aqua Regia - 
Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy (ICP-MS) on 25 g sub-samples. Standards, which were inserted randomly within 
the sample sequence, were also assayed; the assay technique selected was appropriate for assaying low base metal values, 
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however it was not designed to detect gold. Some samples will be re-assayed using a Fire Assay technique for gold since positive 
geology and mineral indicators for gold, including arsenopyrite were revealed.  The East Rim property comprises 101 claims 
totalling 192 square kilometres, located in the Ring of Fire, McFaulds, James Bay Lowlands in northern Ontario. It covers a large 
gravity anomaly similar to the anomaly coincident with the nearby nickel and chromite deposits .... "  
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/melkior-reports-mcfaulds-east-rim-results-2012-01-20 http://www.marketwatch.com/story/melkior-reports-mcfaulds-east-rim-results-2012-01-20

19 Jan 12 "Anishinabek Nation Southwest Regional Chief Chris Plain says that First Nations are being burdened by environmental 
assessments and communities are not able to participate in all consultations regarding aboriginal and Treaty rights with Ontario or 
the federal government.  "The benefit of undertaking an environmental assessment is that environmental effects may be 
identified, minimized, mitigated or avoided,"" says Regional Chief Plain.  ""Each federal and provincial governing body has its own 
requirement and process.""  But Chief Plain says that First Nations often do not have the resources or technical staff to comment 
on proposed projects' environmental impacts. The consultation process is inadequate and fails to meaningfully consider many 
values of importance to First Nations.  Effective consultation should mean more than how many First Nations are consulted by the 
Crown or project proponents.  "First Nations in the present environmental assessment process are mere stakeholders," says the 
Regional Chief. "They have no power or authority over the design of the process or the ultimate decision.  First Nations should be 
directly involved as it is their traditional territory that is being impacted by the decision-making of others."  Re-establishing the 
Treaty relationship will be one of the topics of the Crown-First Nations gathering in Ottawa on January 24 ...."  
http://www.newswire.ca/en/story/908007/need-to-hear-first-nations-voices-on-environment http://www.newswire.ca/en/story/908007/need-to-hear-first-nations-voices-on-environment

 "@NorontResources Off to #Eabametoong #FirstNation today, for Noront's next Open House. Come join us with your questions 
for all our staff! See you there."  https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/159998743549198337 https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/159998743549198337

 ".... Preliminary Capital Estimates for Cliffs Chromite Project in Northern Ontario - As previously disclosed, Cliffs controls three 
large chromite deposits in Northern Ontario, Canada. With a timeline to begin production in 2015 from its wholly owned Black 
Thor deposit, Cliffs is currently in the prefeasibility study phase of the project. As part of prefeasibility, the Company continues to 
evaluate many factors, scenarios and strategic alternatives that may ultimately impact future investment and timing of the project.  
At the time of Cliffs' initial investment in chromite assets in 2009, the Company predicated preliminary comments for capital 
requirements on a baseline expectation of a project annually producing approximately 600,000 tons of ferrochrome. 
Subsequently, and after significant additional prefeasibility work, Cliffs now anticipates an expanded project annually producing 1 
million tons of export chromite ore concentrate in addition to the original 600,000 tons of ferrochrome.  Preliminary capital 
estimates for the project, based on prefeasibility work completed to date, include the following major engineering components:   
Mine development — Approximately $150 million;  Near-mine Concentrating Plant — Approximately $800 million;  Ferrochrome 
Processing Facility — Approximately $1.8 billion.  Cliffs also estimates that an integrated transportation system, including an all-
weather road servicing the project, would require further investment totaling approximately $600 million, which was not included in 
Cliffs' initial investment estimate. However, because this transportation system is provincial infrastructure required for the general 
use of remote northern communities and other Ring of Fire mining projects, Cliffs anticipates its commitment to invest in the all-
weather road would be partial, with the balance to be contributed by other industry participants and government entities.  Cliffs 
indicated that, although it believes the chromite deposits it controls are world-class, a number of additional studies, including 
feasibility, and other project milestones need to be achieved before the Company begins allocating a significant portion of capital 
to the project's construction. Based on the completion of these, Cliffs anticipates a majority of the project's anticipated capital 
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requirements would be made in 2014 and 2015, with an early works program initiated prior to 2014 to maintain project execution 
timeline. More information about the project will be provided upon completion of the prefeasibility study in the first half of 2012 ...."  
http://ir.cliffsnaturalresources.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=641050 http://ir.cliffsnaturalresources.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=641050
 
 "Cliffs Natural Resources Inc. (NYSE:CLF) said Thursday it expects to spend US$1 billion on capital investments this year with 
more than half being spent on its Eastern Canadian iron ore assets.  The spending plan is up from the roughly $880 million the 
company spend on capital expenditures in 2011.  Cliffs said Thursday it expects to spend $470 million related to an expansion at 
its Bloom Lake mine in Quebec and $45 million related to port and rail upgrades in Eastern Canada.  In total, Cliffs said it expects 
to spend $700 million on growth and productivity improvement and $300 million on sustaining capital.  Cliffs has iron ore and coal 
mines in North America and two iron ore mining projects in Australia. The company also has a stake in an coking and thermal 
coal mine in Queensland, Australia, and a chromite project in development in Ontario."  
http://www.winnipegfreepress.com/business/breakingnews/cliffs-natural-resources-to-spend-1-billion-on-capital-expenditures-in-
2012
http://www.winnipegfreepress.com/business/breakingnews/cliffs-natural-resources-to-spend-1-billion-on-capital-expenditures-in-

-137704848.html  
 
 
 

"Solid Gold Resources Corp. ("Solid Gold") (TSXV: SLD) reports that it has served notice of motion for leave to appeal the 
decision of the Superior Court of Ontario rendered January 3, 2012.  The leave to appeal motion asserts that there are several 
reasons to doubt the correctness of the decision and that, among other things, the ruling made by Madam Justice Brown squarely 
conflicts with the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Haida Nation v. British Columbia, which held that third parties 
cannot be held liable for failing to discharge the Crown's duty to consult and accommodate ...."  
http://www.newswire.ca/en/story/908047/solid-gold-files-notice-for-leave-to-appeal http://www.newswire.ca/en/story/908047/solid-gold-files-notice-for-leave-to-appeal
 
"Solid Gold Resources Corp. (TSXV:SLD) is seeking to appeal a decision by the Superior Court of Ontario that temporarily blocks 
drilling by the junior miner on lands belonging to the Wahgoshig First Nation in Northern Ontario.  In her Jan. 3 decision, Superior 
Court Justice Carol Brown sided with the First Nations community, saying Solid Gold had failed to engage in consultation.  The 
ruling prohibits Solid Gold from any further exploration in the area for 120 days, during which time the company and the provincial 
government must undergo a proper consultation process with Wahgoshig.  However, in announcing its leave to appeal motion 
Thursday, the company asserted that there are several reasons to doubt the correctness of the decision.  Among other things, it 
argues that Brown's ruling "squarely conflicts" with the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Haida Nation vs. British 
Columbia, which it says held that third parties cannot be held liable for failing to discharge the Crown's duty to consult and 
accommodate.  In her ruling, Brown had pointed to Wahgoshig's position that "to refuse to enjoin Solid Gold from its drilling ... will 
send a message that Aboriginal and treaty rights, including the rights to consultation and accommodation, can be ignored by 
exploration companies, rendering the First Nations' constitutionally recognized rights meaningless."  "This would not be in the 
public interest," she said, adding that if meetings she ordered were not productive, the community could return to court to seek an 
extension on the injunction.  Solid Gold has a 200-square-kilometre prospect at Lake Abitibi near the Porcupine Fault zone in 
Northern Ontario ...."  http://www.stockhouse.com/News/FinancialNewsDetailFeeds.aspx?n=14816836&src=cp http://www.stockhouse.com/News/FinancialNewsDetailFeeds.aspx?n=14816836&src=cp

 "KWG Resources Inc. is looking to help raise funds for the founding of student residences at Dennis Franklin Cromarty (DFC) 
First Nations High School in Thunder Bay.  The company, involved in a drilling program at Cliffs Natural Resources Ring of Fire 
chromite deposit, plans to have investors donate flow-through shares to the United Way of Thunder Bay, for use by DFC 
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students.  “The purchasers of the flow-through shares will donate the shares to the United Way of Thunder Bay,” said Theresa 
Okimaw-Hall, executive director of KWG’s transportation subsidiary Canada Chrome Corporation and former chief of 
Attawapiskat. “The funds derived from their sale will then be made available for the acquisition, furnishing and maintenance of 
residences for students attending the Dennis Franklin Cromarty High School.”  Frank Smeenk, president and CEO of KWG, 
developed the funding strategy after discussing the DFC residence issue with Tom Kamenawatamin, president and CEO of 
Wasaya Group Inc., who told him about some of the business plans DFC students had developed.  “Some of their ideas are really 
neat,” Smeenk said. “They want to have a residence of their own with two students in each room.”  Smeenk also noted that his 
company’s business with Webequie slowed down last year while the search for Jordan Wabasse was going on, as many of the 
community’s leaders were helping in the search. Wabasse went missing in February 2011 and was found in the Kaministiquia 
River in May.  “I came to understand this wasn’t the first time, in fact, it goes on on an almost annual basis,” Smeenk said. “It kind 
of struck a chord. I was going to buy some more flow-through shares and I thought that perhaps Cliffs (Natural Resources) would 
want to participate in this with me.”  Smeenk has already started the process by donating flow-through shares in KWG he had 
already purchased to the United Way of Thunder Bay in late December 2011 before he purchased more flow-through shares.  
Now Smeenk is looking for other people or companies to make additional flow-though share donations to the residences through 
the United Way of Thunder Bay. He noted that it works as a charity deduction for tax purposes.  “If you buy flow-through shares, 
you get to deduct the value of the investment from your taxable income,” Smeenk said. “But when you sell flow-through shares, 
you realize a taxable capital gain. The exception to that is if you give away flow-through shares you bought before, you don’t have 
to include the value of that gift in your income, but you also get to deduct it from your income.”  Smeenk and M.J. (Moe) Lavigne, 
vice president exploration and development with KWG, are together guaranteeing the first 10 per cent of the donations.  “What 
I’ve really done is given about a quarter of a million dollars to a charity that would have otherwise gone to Ottawa.” "  
http://www.wawataynews.ca/archive/all/2012/1/20/stock-sales-benefit-first-nations-high-school-residence_22311 http://www.wawataynews.ca/archive/all/2012/1/20/stock-sales-benefit-first-nations-high-school-residence_22311

18 Jan 12 "As the federal minister for Northern Economic Development, Tony Clement says he would like to see processing of minerals 
from the Ring of Fire done in Northern Ontario.  However, Clement says it is up to the provincial government to make that 
happen.  Officials with Cliffs Natural Resources, a Cleveland-based company looking to develop a chromite mine within the 
James Bay lowlands, have publicly expressed interest in doing some of the processing in Asia.  "We'd like to see more of the 
processing here but one of the major impediments are energy costs," Clement said during a stopover in Timmins on Monday. 
"That's Mr. (Dalton) McGuinty's bailiwick. He's got to do his job as premier of this province to get energy costs more in line."  
Making reference to Xstrata Copper's shutdown of its Timmins smelter 20 months ago, Clement added, "Here in Timmins you 
know better than most, the jobs don't (always) disappear to Indonesia or Brazil, they disappear to Quebec, which is a real 
indicator that the issue is not one that affects all of Canada but affects Ontario in particular." ....  "I know that Timmins, Sudbury, 
Thunder Bay, they all have proposals" to provide a site for the processing, said Clement. "I think it's too soon to conclude it won't 
happen here. We've just got to continue to create the environment where that's the best choice."  He said the federal government 
has done what it can to keep these jobs in Canada.  "We're keeping business taxes low, we cut another one-and-a-half per cent 
off the business tax rate as of Jan. 1 ... We're going to continue to cut red tape for businesses as well. These are the kinds of 
things that will make ... Canada the best place to do business in the world." "  
http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3440259 http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3440259

 "Ring of Fire Resources Inc. (the "Company") (TSX-V:ROF, FRANKFURT: RG5, OTC.PK:HWKPF) is pleased to announce that it 
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has closed the third tranche of a non brokered private placement of flow-through units (the "FT Units") and common share units 
("CS Units"). Additional closings of this private placement (the "December 2011-January 2012 Private Placement") may occur...."  
http://www.ringoffireresources.com/s/NewsReleases.asp?ReportID=502461&_Type=News-Releases&_Title=Ring-of-Fire-
Resources
http://www.ringoffireresources.com/s/NewsReleases.asp?ReportID=502461&_Type=News-Releases&_Title=Ring-of-Fire-

-Inc.-Closes-Third-Tranche-of-Non-Brokered-Financing-... 
 "@NorontResources Come join us at our Open House in #Neskantaga First Nation today with your questions for our staff."  

https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/159632628818001920 https://twitter.com/#!/NorontResources/statuses/159632628818001920
 "Greenstone Mayor Renald Beaulieu says the time for talk has past.  Beaulieu, in Thunder Bay for a presentation on economic 

development success in Northern Quebec and how it might transfer to Ontario, on Wednesday said endless consultation has 
really gotten the province nowhere.  Anxious to learn whether or not his community will see direct benefits from a planned 
ferrochrome processing facility tied to the lucrative Ring of Fire development, Beaulieu said it’s time for action now.  “It’s real jobs 
that we want to see, so I think the province will have to step up to the plate on this development,” said Beaulieu, referring 
specifically to the FPF that seems destined for the Sudbury area, based on the company labeling the Nickel City as its base case 
scenario.  “I think that missing link is there right now. I find we need more involvement from the province in our area, for example, 
with the electricity piece. That’s so important. Greenstone has put the Greenstone plan in place and we’ve got a lot of support 
behind it, but we’re not hearing much.”  ....  Matawa chiefs have joined forces to force mining companies and governments to 
listen. And four years ago the chief and five councillors from Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug First Nation were sent to prison for 
several months for refusing to allow a junior mining company to explore on their traditional lands.  But while he is calling for 
immediate action on some fronts, Beaulieu did say there is still time for consultation in many areas, especially when it comes to 
future development of the region and traditional First Nation lands.  The province and big business have to be willing give and 
take, Beaulieu said.  “I don’t want to lose (sight of) the fact that our First Nations deserve to get a lot of the services that are in the 
area. And that’s a missing link too,” he said, adding finding an energy solution for the remote communities has been talked about 
for decades.  “I was mayor in Longlac from 1982 to 1994, and I call tell you being mayor of Greenstone, 25 to 30 years later, the 
electricity piece is still a problem. What are we waiting for? Let’s get something if we want to help Northwestern Ontario.” ...."  
http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/184224/Beyond-the-talk http://www.tbnewswatch.com/news/184224/Beyond-the-talk  

17 Jan 12 "Nishnawbe Aski Nation (NAN) will be addressing the high cost of using diesel fuel as the main source of power in many of its 
First Nation communities during an energy conference Jan. 31-Feb. 2 in Thunder Bay.  The NAN Executive Council, NAN Chiefs, 
NAN Tribal Councils, industry, government and other interested parties will gather during the three day conference to discuss 
energy issues, share experiences and challenges in meeting community needs, and discuss how to work together to develop an 
overall strategic plan for affordable and sustainable electrical energy in northern First Nation communities ....  Presentations on 
energy needs and diesel dependency, energy distribution and renewable energy, energy and resource development in the Ring 
of Fire, and transmission initiatives and planning in NAN territory will be among the conference highlights."  
http://www.wawataynews.ca/archive/all/2012/1/17/nan-set-host-energy-conference_22268 http://www.wawataynews.ca/archive/all/2012/1/17/nan-set-host-energy-conference_22268

 'Ring of Fire Resources Inc. is pleased to announce that the Company has signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the 
Mattagami and Matachewan First Nations in relation to exploration to be conducted on its Project 81, in the Timmins area, 
Northern Ontario.  President and CEO of ROF, Vance White states, “We are very pleased to have reached this agreement and 
we look forward to working with both First Nations. The leadership of their respective communities is exemplary in advancing their 
people’s interests and participating in the natural resource sector and we are delighted to have their support in advancing the 
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exploration activities of the Company on Project 81. Of particular note we would like to thank the offices of the Wabun Tribal 
Council and their Executive Director Shawn Batise in his introduction of the Company to Chiefs Walter Naveau and Sonny Batisse 
of the Mattagami and Matachewan First Nations.”  On behalf of both Matachewan and Mattagami First Nations, Shawn Batise 
stated, “Companies like the Ring of Fire are progressive in their dealings with First Nations like those represented by the Wabun 
Tribal Council. Vance and his team approached us prior to starting any work on this project, ensuring both sides could build a 
positive relationship at the outset. Ring of Fire Resources provides an excellent example of how all resource developers should 
conduct themselves when dealing with First Nations. The relationship between the parties has been respectful and mutually 
beneficial to all parties. I commend Vance White and the Ring of Fire Resources Inc. and wish them the best of luck with their 
project.”  The Company is currently commencing a drill program on its Kingsmill Nickel target and Lucas Gold target to follow up 
on a recently completed heliborne geophysical program and past historic drill results (see news releases dated Jan. 12, 2012, 
Dec. 5, 2011, Dec. 1, 2011).  Under the exploration agreement ROF and the First Nations have agreed to terms that underline 
each party’s mutual respect for the land and a responsible approach to exploring in their traditional territory. The agreement  
remains in effect during the initial program and until such time as the Company and the First Nations enter into an Impact Benefit 
Agreement (IBA).  ROF will contribute toward the First Nations Communities in amounts based on a percentage of its exploration 
expenditures on the mining claims within their traditional lands relative to the Company’s project 81. ROF will, subject to all 
regulatory approvals, issue 50,000 common shares of ROF to each of the First Nations over a period of eighteen months and 
issue options to purchase 50,000 common shares of the ROF to each of the First Nations with the exercise price to be determined 
as at the date of issue. The agreement also includes terms outlining environmental protection, employment, training and business 
opportunities, and the mitigation of impacts on the traditional pursuits the members of the respective communities ...."  
http://www.ringoffireresources.com/i/pdf/news/NR20120117.pdf http://www.ringoffireresources.com/i/pdf/news/NR20120117.pdf

 "Vancouver-based Quadra FNX and the Sagamok Anishnawbeck First Natation have signed a memorandum of understanding 
with regard to the Victoria nickel-copper project near Sudbury. The agreement forms part of the environmental permitting process 
for the project.  The MOU becomes the foundation for the two sides to conduct open and timely discussions concerning the 
project, that is at the advanced exploration stage.  The Victoria deposit may contain as much as 3.4 billion lb of copper equivalent. 
The scoping study conducted in 2010 outlined a base case development scenario of sinking the production and ventilation shafts 
concurrently. The deposit could be mined at a rate of between 2,500 and 4,000 t/d while allowing underground exploration to 
continue from the ventilation raise. Capital costs have been estimated at $750 million ...."  
http://www.canadianminingjournal.com/news/aboriginal-relations-quadra-fnx-first-nation-sign-agreement-covering-victoria-
project/1000826935/
http://www.canadianminingjournal.com/news/aboriginal-relations-quadra-fnx-first-nation-sign-agreement-covering-victoria-

 
 "Murgor Resources Inc. (MGR: TSX-V) announced today that it has acquired the remaining 50% interest in the Pusticamica Gold-

Copper deposit in northwestern Quebec from Cliffs Chromite Ontario Inc. In an agreement signed on January 13, 2012, Murgor 
acquired the interest through a one-time cash payment of $50,000. Cliffs Chromite retains a 1% NSR royalty on the property of 
which Murgor can buy back a 0.5% NSR by paying $500,000 to Cliffs Chromite.  The Pusticamica Deposit is located at the core of 
the Benoit property, approximately halfway between the Val D'Or and the Chibougamau mining districts, one kilometre SE of the 
town of Miquelon in northwestern Québec.  Following this agreement, Murgor now owns a 100% interest in the Benoit Property 
and the Pusticamica Gold-Copper deposit.  "The Benoit Property has been in Murgor's portfolio since 1995 but the split ownership 
has long been an issue to advance the project," said André Tessier, President and CEO of Murgor Resources. "The Pusticamica 
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deposit has always been of great importance to Murgor but in order to concentrate at Golden Arrow, the Company is actively 
seeking a serious exploration partner to advance the project. Now that Murgor has full ownership of Pusticamica, we are 
expecting to find a suitable partner shortly." ...."  http://www.newswire.ca/en/story/906807/murgor-acquires-remaining-50-interest-
in

http://www.newswire.ca/en/story/906807/murgor-acquires-remaining-50-interest-
-the-benoit-property-and-pusticamica-gold-copper-deposit-northwestern-quebec  

16 Jan 12 "Bold Ventures Inc. ("Bold") and Rencore Resources Ltd. (cnsx:RNC) ("Rencore") are pleased to announce that Bold has 
received conditional approval from the TSX Venture Exchange ("TSXV") with respect to the proposed business combination of 
Bold and Rencore (the "Merger") announced on November 9, 2011. Pursuant to the Merger and subject to required regulatory 
approvals and the approval of the shareholders of Bold and Rencore, each outstanding common share of Rencore will be 
exchanged for one common share of Bold. Bold and Rencore have executed a formal Combination Agreement dated January 6, 
2012 setting out the terms and conditions of the Merger.  Completion of the Merger and final acceptance from the TSXV is subject 
to a number of conditions and approvals, including fulfilling all required filing requirements pursuant to the policies of the TSXV 
...."  http://www.marketwatch.com/story/bold-ventures-inc-receives-conditional-approval-to-proposed-business-combination-with-
rencore

http://www.marketwatch.com/story/bold-ventures-inc-receives-conditional-approval-to-proposed-business-combination-with-
-resources-ltd-and-completes-ni43-101-report-for-its-ring-of-fire-claims-2012-01-16-82250 

 "NAN HOSTS CHIEFS ENERGY CONFERENCE - Nishnawbe Aski Nation (NAN) Executive Council, NAN Chiefs, NAN Tribal 
Councils, industry, government and other interested parties will gather together later this month for a three-day NAN Chiefs 
Energy Conference taking place January 31 – February 2, 2012 at the Valhalla Inn – Thunder Bay, ON .... The Conference will 
provide an opportunity for NAN Chiefs to discuss energy issues, share experiences and challenges in meeting community needs, 
and work together to develop an overall strategic plan for affordable and sustainable electrical energy in the North.  There will 
also be presentations in the areas of energy needs and diesel dependency, energy distribution and renewable energy, energy 
and resource development in the Ring of Fire area, and transmission initiatives and planning in NAN territory. Panel speakers 
include First Nation leaders, federal and provincial government representatives, and industry players ...."  
http://www.nan.on.ca/upload/documents/jan-16---nan-hosts-chiefs-energy-conference.pdf http://www.nan.on.ca/upload/documents/jan-16---nan-hosts-chiefs-energy-conference.pdf
 
"NAN Chiefs Energy Conference 
Date: January 31 - February 2, 2012 
Location: Valhalla Inn, Thunder Bay, ON 
This event provides an opportunity for NAN Chiefs to outline their energy needs and issues, share experiences and challenges in 
meeting community needs, and work together to develop an energy strategy.  Featuring:  Three days of sessions that will focus 
on the key issues facing the NAN First Nation Energy Sector (and) Panel speakers to include First Nation leaders, Federal and 
Provincial government and key industry representatives discuss opportunities for energy development in NAN territory ...." 
http://www.nan.on.ca/article/nan-chiefs-energy-conference--546.asp http://www.nan.on.ca/article/nan-chiefs-energy-conference--546.asp

12 Jan 12 "A plane crash on Tuesday that claimed four lives near North Spirit Lake is yet another reminder of the dangers faced by those 
living and working in northern reserves.  According to reports, a Keystone Air plane, carrying four passengers and a pilot, was 
attempting to land in a blinding blizzard and went down in a ball of fire.  One passenger managed to escape the wreckage, 
crawling free.  The accident comes within a week of Aboriginal leaders in Northern Ontario and Manitoba calling on their 
respective provincial governments to consider speeding up plans to increase the number of all-weather roads to remote, fly-in 
reserves.  It could be money well spent. Economically it could vastly reduce the cost of goods and services on the reserves, along 
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with lessening the need for harrowing wintertime flights into and out of the communities.  And it doesn’t necessarily have to be 
solely on the backs of taxpayers.  The roads, which NAN Grand Chief Stan Beardy said should run along the east-west corridor, 
could also be vital links for the Ring of Fire and other mining projects.  Certainly, with billions at stake, the mining companies can 
be expected to contribute heavily to the construction of the roads, while helping to improve the lives of those whose traditional 
lands they’ll be developing."  http://www.tbnewswatch.com/opinion/183159/Editorial-All-weather-road-call http://www.tbnewswatch.com/opinion/183159/Editorial-All-weather-road-call  

11 Jan 12 "Cliffs Natural Resources Inc. (NYSE: CLF) (Paris: CLF) today announced that its Board of Directors declared a quarterly cash 
dividend on the Company's common shares of $0.28 per share. The cash dividend will be payable on March 1, 2012, to 
shareholders of record as of the close of business on Feb. 15, 2012 ...."  
http://ir.cliffsnaturalresources.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=638780 http://ir.cliffsnaturalresources.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=638780

 "2011 was the busiest year ever for Thunder Bay International Airport. The airport hosted 719,500 passengers, eclipsing the 2010 
volume of 691,826 which represents a 4% increase year over year. The increased interest in the mining sector, and in particular 
the “Ring of Fire” appear to be the big factors in the increased growth .... "  http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/11/2011-was-the-
busiest

http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/11/2011-was-the-
-year-ever-for-thunder-bay-international-airport/ 

6 Jan 12 "Ring of Fire junior miner, KWG Resources announced it's raised $1.75 million through flow-through shares to help pay for 
exploration at its high grade chromium project in the James Bay lowlands.  In a Dec. 30 release, the Montreal-based company 
said it's using the proceeds to fund half of its current drilling program at the Big Daddy deposit, currently being conducted by Cliffs 
Chromite Far North, formerly Spider Resources.  Of the 17,500,000 units issued at a price of $0.10 per unit, insiders of the 
company purchased 2,500,000 units, or 14 per cent of the offering."  http://www.northernontariobusiness.com/Around-the-
North/120104/It

http://www.northernontariobusiness.com/Around-the-
-s-cash-that-turn-the-Big-Daddy-drills-in-the-Ring-of-Fire.aspx  

 Open letter from Chief of Attawapiskat First Nation:  ".... We even had discussions to consolidate our total debt with a financial 
institution that would see us clear of Co-Management and allow my First Nation to refine our operations, and to become more 
effectively organized to take on the challenges to my Traditional Lands caused by exploitation of developments in the Ring of Fire 
...."  http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/06/attawapiskat-chief-spence-letter-to-aboriginal-affairs-minister-duncan/ http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/06/attawapiskat-chief-spence-letter-to-aboriginal-affairs-minister-duncan/  

 "UC Resources Ltd. ("UC" or the "Company") CA:UC 0.00% is pleased to announce that it received final approval on the sale of 
its interest in the McFaulds Lake area property from the TSX Venture Exchange on January 4, 2012 and closed the sale on 
January 6, 2012. In its letter to UC, the TSX Venture Exchange further advised that a bulletin will be issued upon notification from 
the Company of the closing of the transaction on January 6, 2012.  On November 10, 2011, UC Resources announced that it had 
entered into a definitive agreement (the "Purchase Agreement") with Freewest Resources Inc. ("Freewest"), a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Cliffs Natural Resources Inc. CLF +0.08% FR:CLF +9.80% ("Cliffs"), for Freewest to acquire 100% of the UC owned 
55% Joint Venture Interest in the McFaulds Lake area property (the "Joint Venture Interest"), subject to and in accordance with 
the Joint Venture Agreement dated as of July 26, 2011 (the "Joint Venture Agreement") between KWG Resources Inc. ("KWG"), 
Cliffs Chromite Far North Inc. (f/k/a Spider Resources Inc.), a wholly owned subsidiary of Cliffs, and UC Resources.  On 
November 11, 2011, UC received notice from Cliffs Chromite Far North Inc. electing to exercise its pre-emptive right in 
accordance with the Joint Venture Agreement to acquire the Joint Venture Interest from UC for the same consideration and on 
the same terms as set forth in the Purchase Agreement.  UC did not receive a pre-emptive rights exercise notice from KWG within 
the time period required by the Joint Venture Agreement, which resulted in Cliffs Chromite Far North Inc. obtaining from Freewest 
the rights under the Purchase Agreement to acquire 100% of UC's 55% Joint Venture Interest.  Following Cliffs Chromite Far 
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North Inc.'s acquisition of UC's 55% Joint Venture Interest, Cliffs Chromite Far North Inc. holds approximately 80% and KWG 
holds approximately 20% of the McFaulds Lake area property under the Joint Venture Agreement.  Under the Purchase 
Agreement, the purchase price payable to UC was $6,000,000 CDN ($6 Million), payable by deposit of $850,000 on the signing 
date followed by the balance on the closing date. The deposit amount of $850,000 was received by the Company from Freewest 
on November 9, 2011, and, because of the pre-emptive right exercised by Cliffs Chromite Far North Inc., the balance of 
$5,150,000 was received by the Company from Cliffs Chromite Far North Inc. on January 6, 2012. The transaction is now closed 
.... "  http://www.marketwatch.com/story/uc-resources-receives-tsx-venture-exchange-final-approval-and-closes-mcfaulds-lake-
property

http://www.marketwatch.com/story/uc-resources-receives-tsx-venture-exchange-final-approval-and-closes-mcfaulds-lake-
-sale-2012-01-06-1329560  

 "A court ruling in favour of a Timmins-area First Nation regarding a mining dispute is further evidence that courts are backing up 
Aboriginal legal requirements to be consulted before drilling and staking begins.  “It proves the point that if you don’t follow the 
law, you’re going to end up in court and it’s going to cost your investors money,” Nishnawbe Aski Nation Grand Chief Stan Beardy 
said Thursday.  eardy was reacting to Ontario Superior Court of Justice Carol Brown’s decision this week that granted a 120-day 
injunction to Wahgoshig First Nation to temporarily prevent junior miner Solid Gold Resources from drilling on their land.  ccording 
to the ruling, “no consultation occurred with (WFN) before Solid Gold’s drilling began in the spring of 2011.” ...."  
http://www.chroniclejournal.com/content/news/local/2012/01/06/injunction-shuts-down-miner http://www.chroniclejournal.com/content/news/local/2012/01/06/injunction-shuts-down-miner  
 
"Wahgoshig First Nation has won an injunction to halt mining exploration in an area it claims as sacred ground.  In a decision of 
the Ontario Superior Court of Justice delivered Tuesday, Solid Gold Resource Corporation was ordered to stop drilling on its 
claims block near Wahgoshig for 120 days.  The court ordered that Solid Gold and Wahgoshig must enter into a process of 
"meaningful consultation and accommodation" during this injunction period. If a resolution is not reached, Wahgoshig can seek an 
extension of the injunction at that time.  Darryl Stretch, president of Solid Gold, said it was a "very bad day for mineral and mining 
exploration in Canada."  He told The Daily Press his company had gone through the proper channels with the provincial 
government only to be "blindsided" by unresolved treaty claims.  "I have to tell you, I have a lot of animosity towards the Crown 
(province) right at this moment," Stretch said. "I spent $5 million of shareholders' money and invested it in that area because the 
Crown invited us to do that -- in fact, encouraged us to do that. And at the time we began that process in 2007, knowing we were 
going to have a good gold mining market and it was going to be a good time to explore, it was one of the best places on the 
planet to explore because the Mining Act allows us to go in there, do what was necessary and still take care of the environment, 
the Cemeteries Act and all the other things explorers have to do in the 21st century. We did all of those things, and we get 
blindsided by First Nations." ...."  http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3427486 http://www.thesudburystar.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3427486  

5 Jan 12 "In a decision of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice, released January 3, Madam Justice Brown ordered that Solid Gold 
Resources Corp. cannot carry on any further exploration activity on its claims block for 120 days, and that during this time the 
company and the Ontario Crown must engage with Wahgoshig in a process of meaningful consultation and accommodation 
about any such further exploration. She ordered that if this process is not productive, Wahgoshig can go back to court to seek an 
extension of the injunction.  Solid Gold's mining claims block is in the heart of Wahgoshig's traditional territory, on land that is of 
significant importance to Wahgoshig. Solid Gold came onto this land and started drilling without any consultation or 
accommodation occurring first. The court decision clearly finds this to be wrong.  "We are very pleased with this decision," says 
Wahgoshig Chief David Babin. "We feel that justice has been done. Exploration and other companies across Canada will 
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hopefully recognize that aboriginal and treaty rights really mean something and that courts will not let our rights be trampled on by 
unilateral actions and failures of industry and government." ...."  http://pr-
canada.net/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=496297&Itemid=55  
 
"A northern Ontario First Nation has won an injunction to temporarily prevent junior miner Solid Gold Resources from drilling on 
their land.  In a decision this week, Ontario Superior Court of Justice Carol Brown sided with the First Nations community, saying 
Solid Gold (TSXV:SLD) failed to engage in consultation.  The ruling prohibits Solid Gold from any further exploration in the area 
for 120 days, during which time the company and the provincial government must undergo a proper consultation process with 
Wahgoshig .... The Grassy Narrows First Nation had challenged the province's right to permit industrial logging on its traditional 
lands, saying it infringed on their hunting and trapping rights under a treaty they signed in 1873.  Lawyers in that case had said 
the ruling would likely have legal implications for similar disputes in Ontario — such as the massive Ring of Fire chromite deposit 
in the north.  Premier Dalton McGuinty would not comment directly on the ruling Thursday but he waved aside questions about 
whether this would make relations between First Nations and exploration companies more difficult.  "There is an important legal 
obligation now placed on businesses to consult in a formal and thorough way," he said after an announcement in Waterloo, Ont.  
"We need to get beyond the times where First Nation communities and the interests that they had in resources were given short 
shrift and were disrespected."  That obligation to consult, he added, is there "for a good reason."  "We fully expect that if 
businesses have an interest in pursuing these kinds of explorations, that they will consult." ...."  
http://ca.news.yahoo.com/northern-ontario-first-nation-wins-injunction-stop-exploration-152754256.html http://ca.news.yahoo.com/northern-ontario-first-nation-wins-injunction-stop-exploration-152754256.html

4 Jan 12 "In a decision of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice, released January 3, Madam Justice Brown ordered that Solid Gold 
Resources Corp. cannot carry on any further exploration activity on its claims block for 120 days, and that during this time the 
company and the Ontario Crown must engage with Wahgoshig in a process of meaningful consultation and accommodation 
about any such further exploration. She ordered that if this process is not productive, Wahgoshig can go back to court to seek an 
extension of the injunction.  Solid Gold's mining claims block is in the heart of Wahgoshig's traditional territory, on land that is of 
significant importance to Wahgoshig. Solid Gold came onto this land and started drilling without any consultation or 
accommodation occurring first. The court decision clearly finds this to be wrong ...."  
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/wahgoshig-first-nation-wins-injunction-against-solid-gold-mineral-exploration-2012-01-04 http://www.marketwatch.com/story/wahgoshig-first-nation-wins-injunction-against-solid-gold-mineral-exploration-2012-01-04  
 
"A northern Ontario First Nation won an injunction Wednesday against a junior exploration company that ignored provincial 
requests it consult with the Algonquin community before drilling on its traditional territory.  An Ontario Superior Court judge sided 
with Wahgoshig First Nation and issued an injunction against Solid Gold Resources preventing the firm from doing any more work 
on the First Nation’s territory for 120 days.  Justice Carole Brown ordered the company and the province to begin a consultation 
process with the community during the injunction period.  Solid Gold president Darryl Stretch said he was disappointed with the 
decision.  “It’s a bad day for junior exploration companies operating in Canada,” said Stretch ...."  
http://aptn.ca/pages/news/2012/01/04/exploration-company-slapped-with-injunction-over-refusal-to-consult-with-algonquin-fn/ http://aptn.ca/pages/news/2012/01/04/exploration-company-slapped-with-injunction-over-refusal-to-consult-with-algonquin-fn/

3 Jan 12 Analysis, Livio di Matteo:  "As 2012 dawns, Ontario’s Northwest begins another year of change and anticipation of change .... 
Despite the new knowledge economy, rocks and trees will still be important to the regional economy in 2012. However, despite 
the promise of the Ring of Fire, nothing substantial will happen without the cooperation of the First Nations, competitive energy 
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prices and new transportation infrastructure ...."  http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/03/as-2012-dawns-ontarios-northwest-begins-
another

http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/03/as-2012-dawns-ontarios-northwest-begins-
-year-of-change/  

 ".... Patrick Dillon, Business Manager of the Provincial Building and Construction Trades Council of Ontario, said work is currently 
picking up in transportation, mining and utility projects. All areas of the province will be seeing growth, like the north, where mining 
is getting stronger, roads need to be built and the Ring of Fire has potential for huge growth.  “We as industry partners are really 
going to have some forethought and discussion, basic understanding between us about the Ring of Fire. It’s pretty remote and it’s 
going to take a pretty major construction workforce to supply,” said Dillon ...."  http://dcnonl.com/article/id48158/--project-flow-to-
remain

http://dcnonl.com/article/id48158/--project-flow-to-
-steady-in-2012-experts  

 "Green Swan Capital Corp. (TSX-V:GSW.H) has successfully secured financing to fund a mining joint venture it has been working 
on with Melkior Resources Inc. (TSX-V:MKR)  The Ottawa capital pool company raised $647,019.98 via flow-through and cash 
financings.  Flow-through financing included 1,807,846 shares at 13 cents per share, and the cash financing comprised 4,120,000 
units at 10 cents a share.  Last August, Green Swan announced it was looking to acquire an option to purchase up to a 70-per-
cent interest in Melkior's RiverBank and Broke Back claims in the Ring of Fire area of northern Ontario.  The firm was required to 
do the qualifying transaction to secure funds; it is a common method used by capital pool companies to raise money quickly and 
inexpensively.  The TSX Venture Exchange is expected to issue an update on Jan. 11 regarding its receipt of the qualifying 
transaction."  http://www.obj.ca/Local/Mining/2012-01-03/article-2853323/Green-Swan-raises-647K-for-joint-venture/1 http://www.obj.ca/Local/Mining/2012-01-03/article-2853323/Green-Swan-raises-647K-for-joint-venture/1  

 "The Plaintiff, Wahgoshig First Nation (“WFN” or “Wahgoshig”) brings this motion for an interlocutory injunction  restraining the 
defendant, Solid Gold Resources Corp. (“Solid Gold”), from engaging in all activities relating to mineral exploration in the area of 
Treaty 9 lands, and an order that Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Ontario (“Ontario” or “the Crown” or “the Province”) provide 
an undertaking in damages to Solid Gold or, in the alternative, an order dispensing with the undertaking requirements of R.40.03 
of the Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 194.  Solid Gold argues that granting injunctive relief would jeopardize its 
financial well-being and essentially “shut down” its operations.  Ontario submits that the duty to consult is triggered, and that it 
delegated the operational aspects of the duty to Solid Gold, which has not fulfilled the duty.  It seeks the Court’s assistance in 
fashioning a consultation remedy that promotes reconciliation by fairly balancing the right of WFN to be properly consulted and 
the right of Solid Gold to carry out its mining activities. It proposes that the Court fashion a remedy that will require consultation 
between Solid Gold and WFN and will permit Solid Gold to carry on its test drilling on a staged and managed basis that is 
informed by the information and input provided by WFN ....   I order that .... Solid Gold be enjoined from carrying on any further 
exploratory activity on the Claims Block for 120 days from the release of this decision ...."  
http://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2011/2011onsc7708/2011onsc7708.html http://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2011/2011onsc7708/2011onsc7708.html or 
http://ringoffirenews.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/wahgoshig-solidgold-2011onsc7708-3jan12.pdf  or  http://ringoffirenews.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/wahgoshig-solidgold-2011onsc7708-3jan12.pdf http://bit.ly/ycUJLt (PDF)http://bit.ly/ycUJLt  

2 Jan 12 ".... In February, Cliffs Natural Resources Inc. announced it had chosen Capreol as the “base case” location to process chromite 
from the Ring of Fire deposit, although a final decision on the plant’s location hasn’t been made.  The company was well received 
by Capreol community members at a November project open house.  Less than a month later, the NDP expressed concern Cliffs 
may seek an exemption to the Mining Act so it can ship concentrate from the deposit to refineries outside of Canada ...."  
http://www.northernlife.ca/news/localNews/2011/12/30-mining-in-2011.aspx http://www.northernlife.ca/news/localNews/2011/12/30-mining-in-2011.aspx  

1 Jan 12 "The new report by the Conference Board of Canada titled Northern Assets: Transportation Infrastructure in Remote Communities 
on transportation in northern Canada provides a case study of Churchill Manitoba as a potential international gateway that may 
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give the Port of Thunder Bay some cause for concern. The Port of Churchill and its Bay Line rail line play a key role in what is 
referred to as the Government of Manitoba’s Churchill Gateway System. Churchill could increase its role as a shipping hub by 
diversifying the range of agricultural products it handles and by increasing its share of Nunavut-bound freight—especially for 
mining projects. As well, climate change and melting sea ice is opening up the possibility of developing polar shipping lanes 
between Churchill, Asia, and Europe ....  Alarm bells should be ringing in Thunder Bay given that this new strategy is not just a 
Manitoba government lobbying strategy but now also seems to have been given the blessing of the Conference Board of Canada. 
What’s next? A call for Federal government funding to build a rail link from Churchill to the Ring of Fire?"  
http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/01/alarm-bells-should-be-ringing-in-thunder-bay-di-matteo/ http://netnewsledger.com/2012/01/01/alarm-bells-should-be-ringing-in-thunder-bay-di-matteo/  
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